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1.  GENERAL
1.1  Introduction
Global buckling of a pipeline implies buckling of the pipe as a
bar in compression. The global buckling may appear either
downwards (in a free span), horizontally (lateral buckling on
the seabed) or vertically (as upheaval buckling of buried pipe-
lines or on a crest of exposed pipelines normally followed by a
lateral turn-down).
Local buckling on the other hand is a gross deformation of the
pipe cross section.
Global buckling is a response to compressive effective axial
force and global buckling reduces the axial carrying capacity.
Pipelines exposed to potential global buckling are then either
those with high effective axial compressive forces, or pipelines
with low buckling capacity, typically light pipelines with low
lateral pipe-soil resistance. 
High Pressure and High Temperature (HP/HT) pipelines are,
from a structural point of view, characterised by expansion due
to thermal heating and internal pressure and are as such typical
candidates for global buckling. Definition of high pressure or
high temperature is from global buckling point of view linked
with the global buckling capacity and as such irrelevant.
The integrity of pipeline with a potential for global buckling
can be assured by two design concepts; 

— restraining the pipeline, maintaining the large compressive
forces

— releasing the expansion forces, potentially causing it to
buckle globally imposing curvatures on the pipeline. 

The final selection of design concept depends on a series of
factors. 
This Recommended Practice (RP) will in depth describe both
these design concepts. 
The acceptance criteria are based upon state-of-the-art design
principles, aimed at providing consistent, reliable and cost
effective design solutions. This implies that recognised state of
the art methods must be used in the design phase including the
following aspects:

— structural response modelling
— route modelling (accurate seabed vertical profiles and

transverse sections)
— soil pipe interaction modelling (including site soil sam-

ples)
— engineering evaluations of associated aspects such as girth

weld properties, strain concentrations and corrosion.

Traditional design approach, based on analytical formulations
(Hobbs, see ref. /1/; Taylor and Gan, ref. /2/) and closed form
solutions may, hence, not be sufficient or optimal for applica-
tion of this Recommended Practice.

1.2  Objective
The objective of this Recommended Practice is to provide pro-
cedures and criteria to fulfil the functional requirements to glo-
bal buckling in DNV-OS-F101. It allows exposed pipelines to
buckle in a controlled manner but ensures that buried pipelines
stay in place.

1.3  Scope and Application
This Recommended Practice applies to structural design of
rigid pipelines with a potential to buckle globally. This nor-
mally implies so called HP/HT pipelines but also moderately
tempered pipelines may be of relevance depending on the glo-
bal buckling resistance (e.g. very light pipelines). Hence, it
does not include considerations with respect to temperature
and pressure effects on materials, insulation, thermal condi-
tions and flow assurance but gives procedures and criteria to

global buckling only. Consequently, there are no limitations to
pressure or temperature other than those caused by structural
limitations from the material properties etc.
Global buckling is a load response and not a failure mode as
such. Global buckling may, however, imply an ultimate failure
mode such as:

— local buckling
— fracture
— fatigue.

This Recommended Practice covers global buckling ultimately
limited by local buckling. The procedures provide also best
estimates and upper bound strain values that may be used in a
fracture assessment. For other failure modes reference is made
to DNV-OS-F101.
Three global buckling scenarios of HT/HP pipelines are cov-
ered in this Recommended Practice:

1) Exposed pipelines on even seabed. Global buckling occurs
in the horizontal plane. Post buckling configuration may
be allowed.

2) Exposed pipelines on un-even seabed. Global deformation
occurs first in the vertical plane (feed-in and uplift) and
subsequently in the horizontal plane or when this is com-
bined with scenario I, e.g. for curves on un-even seabed.
Post buckling configuration may be allowed.

3) Buried/covered pipelines. Global buckling in the vertical
plane, so called upheaval buckling. Only criteria for avoid-
ing global buckling are given.

The trawl interference evaluation in this Recommended Prac-
tice is limited to lateral buckling only. Hence, trawling in free
span is not covered by this Recommended Practice but by
DNV-RP-F111.
With reference to trawling applicability see also Sec.3.5.3. For
other design issues, reference is made to other codes, see
Sec.1.5. 
The design procedures and criteria in this Recommended Prac-
tice are based on vast number of analyses. In spite of this very
special combinations may give un-anticipated results and the
designer shall evaluate all results critically.
The provided design procedures are considered being applica-
ble in general. The basis for the development has been pipe-
lines in the range from 10” to 42”. 

1.4  Structure of Recommended Practice
The first part of the Recommended Practice is common for all
three covered scenarios above and cover:

— Description of the different scenarios, decision flowchart
and background are given in Sec.2

— Input parameters like pipe geometry, material, operational
parameters, survey and trawling are given in Sec.3 includ-
ing combinations of different loads

— Soil in general is discussed in Sec.4
— Analytical axial load and general requirements to the

response model (FE-model) are given in Sec.5
— Detailed procedures and criteria for the three scenarios:

I) Global buckling on even seabed, Sec.6
II) Global buckling on un-even seabed, Sec.7
III) Upheaval buckling of buried pipes, Sec.8.
Each of these starts with a general design procedure, outlin-
ing the general iterations in a design process. This is fol-
lowed by a more specific description of the required design
steps. In case specific guidance for the specific design sce-
nario is required on the structural modelling, this is also giv-
en here while the general discussion is given in Sec.5:

— Procedure for calculation of the condition load effect factor
DET NORSKE VERITAS
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for exposed pipelines (Scenario I and II) is given in Sec.9
— Complementary limit states to those in DNV-OS-F101 are

given in Sec.10
— Recommendations on documentation for operations are

given in Sec.11
— Bibliographic references are given in Sec.12 while code

references are given in Sec.1.6
— Appendix A includes examples of mitigation measures

that are applicable to exposed pipelines
— Appendix B gives more detailed guidance on pipe-soil

interaction for uplift resistance (for upheaval buckling)
— Appendix C gives examples of design procedures for

exposed pipelines
— Appendix D gives some information on the uncertainties

in the design.

1.5  Relationships to other Codes
DNV-OS-F101 is a risk based limit state code where the pipe
integrity is ensured by design criteria for each relevant failure
mode. The most relevant failure modes are identified and have
specific design criteria in this standard. For the global buckling
limit state only functional requirements are given: 

The following global buckling initiators shall be consid-
ered: (i) trawl board impact, pullover and hooking, and
(ii) out of straightness. 

Further:

Displacement-controlled global buckling may be allowed. This
implies that global buckling may be allowed provided that:

— pipeline integrity is maintained in post-buckling con-
figurations (e.g. local buckling, fracture, fatigue, etc.)

— displacement of the pipeline is acceptable.

This Recommended Practice complies with DNV-OS-F101
and complements the functional requirement on global buck-
ling with specific procedures and design criteria.
The procedures and design criteria in this Recommended Prac-
tice have been determined by means of structural reliability
methods and target failure probability in compliance with
DNV-OS-F101 combined with sound engineering judgement.
Global buckling is a response to effective axial load. This may
subsequently cause different failures modes. In this Recom-
mended Practice only local buckling failure will be considered.
For other structural failure modes the following references apply:

— general; DNV-OS-F101
— vortex induced vibration; DNV-RP-F105
— fracture; DNV-RP-F108 and BS 7910
— on bottom Stability; DNV-RP-F109
— trawling interference in free spans; DNV-RP-F111 (see

also note in Sec.3.5.3).

Referenced relevant codes are listed in 1.6 and bibliographies
in Sec.12.
In case of conflict between requirements of this code and a ref-
erenced DNV Offshore Code, the requirements of the code
with the latest revision date shall prevail, any conflict is
intended to be removed in next revision of that document.
In case of conflict between requirements of this code and a non
DNV referenced document, the requirements of this code shall
prevail.

1.6  Referenced codes

1.6.1  DNV Offshore Services Specifications
The latest revision of the following documents applies:

DNV-OSS-301 Certification and Verification of Pipelines, 
DNV-OSS-302 Offshore Riser Systems

DNV-OSS-401 Technology Qualification Management.

1.6.2  DNV Offshore Standards
Latest revision of the following documents applies:

DNV-OS-F101 Submarine Pipeline Systems
DNV-OS-F201 Dynamic Risers.

1.6.3  DNV Recommended Practices
The latest revision of the following documents applies:

DNV-RP-A203 Qualification Procedures for New
Technology

DNV-RP-F105 Free Spanning Pipelines
DNV-RP-F108 Fracture Control for Installation Methods

Introducing Cyclic Plastic Strain
DNV-RP-F109 On bottom stability design of submarine

pipelines 
DNV-RP-F111 Interference between Trawl gear and 

Pipelines.

1.6.4  Other codes

BS7910 Guide to methods for assessing the accepta-
bility of flaws in metallic structures, British
Standard Institute.

1.7  Definitions
Refer also to DNV-OS-F101 for definitions.

2D analyses pipeline analyses with all degrees of free-
dom (i.e. 3D) but with the initial pipeline 
geometry modelled in one plane only

2½D analyses pipeline analyses with all degrees of 
freedom (i.e. 3D) both modelled and ana-
lysed in three dimensions, i.e. including 
curves in the vertical horizontal plane, 
but with the seabed in the lateral direc-
tion modelled flat

3D analyses pipeline analyses both modelled and ana-
lysed in three dimensions giving possible 
benefit for curves in the horizontal plane. 
The seabed is modelled considering real 
seabed, including sideways slopes, etc.

Code means any Standard, Recommended 
Practice, Guideline, Classification note 
or similar

Cohesion less soil type of soil material e.g. sand and rock 
Cohesive soil type of soil material e.g. clay
Cover added material, e.g. gravel or seabed 

material, either in trench or on flat bot-
tom (un-trenched).

Effective axial force the combined axial action of the stress in 
the pipe wall and the internal and exter-
nal pressure, see Sec.5.2.2. The effect of 
internal and external pressures is then 
included in the concept of the effective 
axial force

Feed-in the expansion into an area when the 
resisting force has been reduced, e.g. the 
release of the stored energy in a pipeline 
into a buckle

Functional load 
design case

see Sec.3.5

Global buckling on-set of transverse instability of a sig-
nificant length of pipe. The transverse 
instability could be in the vertical plane 
(upheaval buckling) or horizontal plane 
(lateral buckling)
DET NORSKE VERITAS
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1.8  Abbreviations

1.9  Symbols

1.9.1  Latin characters

Interference load 
design case

see Sec.3.5

Lateral buckling global buckling in the horizontal plane 
(the post buckling condition is some-
times also referred to as snaking)

Local maximum 
design temperature

is the temperature at a specific point in 
the pipeline corresponding to the maxi-
mum design temperature profile.is the 
temperature at a specific point in the 
pipeline corresponding to the maximum 
design temperature profile

Pipeline walking is the axial accumulation of displacement
Post Global Buck-
ling

development of the pipe configuration 
after the initial buckling

Propped shape the configuration of a pipeline given by 
the (relevant) self weight and pipe stiff-
ness when lifted from a horizontal plane 
a certain height δ

Ratcheting in general, accumulation of cross section 
deformation:

— A pipeline not allowed to develop addi-
tional bending, exposed to the bi-axial 
effect of internal pressure and axial com-
pressive stresses may yield over the 
whole cross section, giving rise to diam-
eter increase. Cyclic loading due to start-
up and shutdown may cause the diameter 
increase as a consequence of reversal 
plasticity to accumulate, which is 
referred to as ratcheting. 

— A pipeline, allowed to develop addi-
tional bending may experience cyclic 
operating loads or frequent trawling 
pull-over loads so accumulating bending 
deformation (bending ratcheting).

Pipeline walking is not referred to as 
ratcheting.

Snake lay pipeline installed with global lateral 
imperfections. 

Upheaval buckling the consecutive deformation in the verti-
cal plane. This can occur both for 
exposed (prior to developing laterally) 
and buried pipelines.

ALS Accidental Limit State
BE Best Estimate
CoV Coefficient of Variance for an stochastic variable, 

CoV(X) = Standard deviation(X) / Mean (X)
FE Finite Element
HP/HT High Pressure and/or High Temperature
KP Kilometer Point
LB Lower Bound
LRFD Load and Resistance Factor Design
NA Not Applicable
PIC Pipe Integrity Check
ROV Remotely Operated Vehicle
SLS Serviceability Limit State
SMTS Specified Minimum Tensile Strength (engineering 

stress) at room temperature
SMYS Specified Minimum Yield Stress (engineering 

stress) at room temperature
SNCF StraiN Concentration Factor
UB Upper Bound

UHB Up Heaval Buckling
ULS Ultimate Limit State
TS Tensile Strength (engineering stress) at room tem-

perature.
YS Yield Stress (engineering stress) at room temperature

A Pipe cross sectional area
D Nominal outside diameter of steel pipe
Dtot Nominal outside total outside diameter of pipe 

including external coating
E Young’s Modulus
f Pipe-soil resistance force (lateral or vertical)
FP Trawl pull-over load from DNV-RP-F111
fT Annual trawling frequency per relevant pipeline section.
FT Characteristic pullover load, see. Table 3-3
fu Characteristic tensile strength, see Sec.3.4
fu,temp Tensile strength de-rating factor, see Sec.3.4
fy Characteristic yield strength, see Sec.3.4
fy,temp Yield strength de-rating factor see Sec.3.4
H Cover height from top of pipe to soil surface 

H1, H2 Heights of different soil layers; (H = H1 + 
H2), see. Figure 4-1.

H Residual laying tension effective force
Hmin The required cover on buried pipes to allow for 

imperfections not detected due to the accuracy of the 
survey equipment

Hspec The required cover on buried pipes based on the 
actual measured imperfection

Hsurvey The minimum measured cover height during verification
K Stiffness (downwards) in clay
L Buckle length
L0 Imperfection length for an prop shape, from apex to 

touch down
M Moment effect
N True axial force (pipe wall force)
p Pressure
R Radius of imperfection
S Effective (axial) force (tension is positive) 
S0 Fully restrained effective axial load, Eq. (7)
t Time [year] or nominal thickness
t1 Pipe minimum wall thickness adjusted for relevant 

corrosion, see Table 3-1
t2 Pipe nominal wall thickness adjusted for relevant 

corrosion, see Table 3-1
tcorr Corrosion allowance
tfab Pipe wall thickness fabrication mill tolerance
Td Design temperature
T(k) Temperature at failure for downward soil stiffness k
Tmax Maximum design temperature
Tl,max Local maximum design temperature
TRd Design resistance equivalent failure temperature
TSd Design load equivalent temperature
w Submerged pipe weight
zo Vertical displacement of pipe in soil, see Figure 4-1
DET NORSKE VERITAS
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1.9.2  Greek characters 

1.9.3  Subscripts

1.10  Units
The use of metric units is strongly recommended. However, any set
of consistent units may be applied with the following exceptions;
the uplift resistance factor, γUR, must be expressed in meters.

2.  Design Scenarios
2.1  Global Buckling
Temperature and pressure effects create expansion effective
forces which may cause a pipeline to buckle globally. Pipe-
lines installed on the seabed and left exposed have a potential

to buckle globally and change configuration while a buried
pipeline is designed to stay in place being restricted by the sur-
rounding soil reaction forces.
The driving force for global buckling of the pipeline is the
effective axial force, S, which represents the combined action
of pipe wall force, N, and internal and external pressures, see
Sec.5.2.2.The effective force for a restraint straight pipe, S0,
constitute an upper bound axial load and is discussed in
Sec.5.3.1.
For a certain expansion force, the pipeline will buckle globally.
For a partially displacement controlled condition, this implies
that it will find a new equilibrium by moving perpendicular to
the pipe axis at the same time as the pipe will move axially,
feed-in, from both sides towards the buckle. The level of axial
force to initiate this global buckling depends on:

— pipe cross section properties
— lateral resistance
— out-of-straightness in the pipeline
— lateral triggering force (e.g. trawling).

A straight column will buckle according to the classical Euler
buckling formulation. As the out-of-straightness in the column
increases, the level of axial force required to buckle it will be
reduces. This effect, away from the buckle, is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2-1.

Figure 2-1
Load response of a globally buckling pipeline

The out-of-straightness may be caused by:

— small imperfections on the seabed like the pipeline resting
on rocks

— global imperfections as uneven seabed
— curvature in the horizontal plane purposely made or ran-

dom from installation.

To illustrate the global buckling of a section in a pipeline, the
following idealised sequence of a pipeline with free end expan-
sion can be used :

a) Prior to applying pressure and temperature, the effective
force will be limited to the residual lay tension. The effec-
tive force variation will be tri-linear; from zero at the pipe-
line ends with a linear increase proportional to the axial
resistance to the soil, until it reach the residual lay tension
H. It will then be constant until it reaches the decay from
the other side, see lower curve of Figure 2-2.

b) When the temperature or pressure increase the compressive
effective force will increase to maximum S0, This will vary
along the pipeline as the temperature and pressure decrease
along the line. At the pipe ends, the load will still be zero, see
upper curve of Figure 2-2. A snap shot from a short section
is now selected for closer examination in Figure 2-3.

α Thermal expansion coefficient
αU Material strength factor
γc Condition load effect factor
γE Load effect factor for environmental loads
γF Load effect factor for functional loads
γlift Safety factor (a value of 1.3 is recommended)
γm Material resistance factor
γSC Safety Class resistance factor
γUF Maximum design temperature factor, see 

Sec.8.3.3
γUR Uplift resistance safety factor, see Sec.8.3.2
δ Imperfection height of a prop shape imperfection 
δf Propped shape imperfection height for mini-

mum cover 
Δpd Differential design pressure
Δpi Internal pressure difference relative to laying 
ΔT Differential temperature
ν Poisson ratio
σ Standard deviation (statistical)
σconsol Consolidation stress (in clay) due to a weight of 

the soil above 
σconfiguration Standard deviation on the configuration meas-

urement accuracy, see Sec.8.3.2
σcover Standard deviation on the pipeline cover depth 

measurement accuracy, see Sec.8.5.1
σu Ultimate strength (average at room tempera-

ture), see Sec.3.4
σy Yield stress (average at room temperature), see 

Sec.3.4.

a Axial
c Characteristic
e External
E Environmental
F Functional
i Internal
l Lateral
ld Local design (pressure)
li Local incidental (pressure)
Rd Design (factorised) resistance
s Steel
Sd Design (factorised) load
T Trawl

Imperfection / Lateral displacement
I II
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The buckling development is described in Figure 2-3.
Note also that the post-buckling load, point B above, may not
be reached directly but through a continuous development.
This may imply that higher force close to the buckle is
achieved prior to reaching B, that may trigger another buckle.

Figure 2-2
Effective force after lay-down and slightly after start-up, prior to
buckling
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 a Buckling capacity along the pipeline
The pipeline has an imperfection. At this point the global 
buckling capacity, Sinit has its lowest point.

 
 

 b Prior to global buckling
When the temperature or pressure increase the compressive 
effective force will increase to maximum S0.

 c First buckle
When the effective axial force S0 reach Sinit (point A) the 
pipeline will buckle and the effective axial force at the apex 
will drop to Spost (point B). The maximum change in the 
effective force will be equal to the axial pipe-soil restrain-
ing force, giving the slope of the effective force diagram. 
The effective axial force will then be as the solid line. The 
feed-in to the buckle will be proportional to the shaded area 
between the solid line and the potential effective force line.

Figure 2-3
General behaviour during global buckling

 d Second buckle
If the pressure or temperature is further increased, a neigh-
bouring imperfection may buckle and change the force dia-
gram as shown in Figure 2-3d. From this point, the force 
will remain constant but the feed-in will increase, propor-
tional to the shaded area. Hence, the slope of the feed-in 
describes which way the pipe is moving and what the feed-
in will be.

Where: 
f axial friction [N/m]
S0 restrained effective axial force – maximum potential force along the pipeline for a given pressure and temperature
Sinit effective axial force initiating global buckling in the pipeline
Spost effective axial force close to apex a buckle after the pipeline has buckled
S(kp) effective axial force along the pipeline (kilometre post).
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2.2  Design Flow

2.2.1  General
In (structural) pipeline design, different design tasks interact to
a varying degree but may be split into; material selection/wall
thickness design, installation design and design for operation
giving the outputs as shown in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4
General design tasks

The design for operation includes several aspects that may
influence if the pipeline must be buried or not, see Figure 2-5.
Global buckling design is often referred to as expansion design
and is a part of the above operation design. Note that there may
be a strong link between free-span design and expansion
design since release of the compressive forces in a free span
may significantly change the eigen frequencies, see ref. /3/.
Based on the cover considerations in Figure 2-5 for burying a
pipeline, global buckling analyses needs to be assessed, either
in an exposed scenario or a buried scenario. The following sce-
narios are covered in this Recommended Practice:

I. pipeline exposed on even seabed
II. pipeline exposed on un-even seabed
III. buried pipeline.

A design based on releasing the expansion forces has particular
challenges during operation with respect to evaluation of
inspection results. Therefore clear documentation for this pur-
pose shall be provided, see Sec.11.

Figure 2-5
In place structural design tasks

2.2.2  Scenario I. Pipeline exposed on even seabed
This scenario applies when the governing deformation will
take place on the seabed, i.e. in the horizontal plane. The defor-

mation will take place either due to natural out of straightness
or by purpose made out of straightness, see Figure 2-6.

Material selection/

Wall thickness design

Project Initiation

Stop

Design for operation

Installation design

Material
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Submerged weight
Max lay tension

Min lay tension –
static configuration
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Wall thickness
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Seabed intervention
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Figure 2-6
Exposed pipeline on even seabed with purpose made lateral 
imperfection

Design of the exposed pipeline on even seabed include the fol-
lowing design steps:

— Global buckling Assessment: Determination of the sus-
ceptibility of the pipeline to experience lateral buckling,
upheaval or upheaval combined with lateral buckling due
to temperature and pressure. 

— Pipe Integrity check: The resulting bending moment/lon-
gitudinal strain in the post-buckled configuration must be
shown to be acceptable. Subsequent over-trawling must be

considered, if relevant.
— Mitigation Measure check: If buckling due to imperfec-

tions or external loads results in too high local bending
moment/longitudinal strains, i.e. that the pipe integrity
check is not fulfilled, mitigating measures shall be consid-
ered, see Appendix A. The mitigation may either be to
control the buckling so that the moments/longitudinal
strains are within allowable limits or to prevent develop-
ment of buckling.

2.2.3  Scenario II. Pipeline exposed on Un-even seabed
This scenario applies when the deformations initially occur in
the vertical plane, and subsequently in the horizontal plane,
Figure 2-7. This scenario also applies for combination of un-
even seabed and Scenario I, e.g. for curves on un-even seabed.
Typically it includes the following three phases:

1) expansion into free-span
2) lift-off at the crests:

— limited lift-off
— maximum lift-off

3) lateral instability, causing the pipeline to expand sideways.

Alternatively, purpose built crossing of existing pipelines may
constitute the imperfection in which the laid pipeline develops
a considerable initial bending in the vertical plane, Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-7
Exposed pipeline laid on un-even seabed
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Figure 2-8
Purpose built crossing of existing pipeline in which the laid pipeline develops considerable initial bending in the vertical plane.

Similar design steps as for scenario I apply. The major difference
is the triggering mechanism of global buckling which is likely to
be vertical imperfections caused by the un-even seabed.

2.2.4  Scenario III. Buried pipeline
If the pipeline must be covered, the cover/lateral restraint shall
be designed to avoid global buckling of the pipeline. This may
be done by trenching and covering it by naturally back-fill or
artificially back-fill, see Figure 2-9 a and b. Soil nature, pipe
properties and trenching technology influence the evenness of
the trench bottom, and a reference bottom roughness for cover
height requirements must be anticipated.
An un-trenched pipeline may be restrained in its configuration

e.g. by covering with continuous gravel dumping, Figure 2-9c.
This may be a preferred choice in some cases. Soil nature, pipe
properties and dumping technology influence the shape and
height of pipe cover, which is implemented generally using
crushed rock.
Design of buried pipelines is often split into two stages:

— pre-installed phase
— as-installed phase.

The purpose of the first is to get a cost and gravel estimate
while the purpose of the second is to ensure the integrity of the
pipeline.

Figure 2-9
Possible scenarios for covered/restrained pipelines
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3.  Basis for Design
3.1  General
This section defines the characteristic design parameters and
load combinations to be used with the design procedures and
criteria in this Recommended Practice. 

3.2  Uncertainties
All properties like loads, geometries and material strengths
include uncertainties. These uncertainties can be split into four
groups:

— natural variability (physical)
— statistical uncertainty
— measurement uncertainty
— model uncertainty.

Natural variability is of random nature and characterised by
that more studies will not necessarily reduce the uncertainty.
One example is wall thickness; it will vary independent on
how many measurements are taken. Another example is
waves. Note that limited measurements (statistical uncertainty)
and accuracy of measurements (measurement uncertainty)
sometimes are included in the natural variability.
Statistical uncertainty relates to the uncertainty in predicting
the statistical variables. Increasing number of samples reduces
the statistical uncertainty. 
Measurement uncertainty relates to the accuracy in the meas-
urement of each sample.
Model uncertainty is characterised by limited knowledge or
idealisation of stochastical /physical model. More research
will typically reduce the model uncertainty.
In order to correctly reflect the uncertainty in the property, it
can be expressed as a probability density function, see
Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1
Example of a symmetric density distribution function (Normal)

The distribution function is normally characterised by a mean
value, μ, and a standard deviation, σ. When using properties with
significant uncertainty, first, it has to be checked if variation in
this property will affect the results (i.e. if the result is sensitive to
this property). If it is, a “conservative value” of this property is
normally used. This may be a lower or higher value than the
mean value. A value representing a distribution in a certain
application is called a “characteristic value” and only means that
it is defined in some way, often as mean ± a certain number of
standard deviations. Two standard deviations are often used, cor-
responding to that the probability of that the property has a lower
or higher value than this characteristic value is equal to 2.275%
if the distribution is normal distributed. 
In Figure 3-1 the lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) may

be such characteristic values while the best estimate (BE) may
be used when the result is insensitive to the property.
Sometimes, a non-symmetric distribution may be a better rep-
resentation of the uncertainty. For such distributions there are
several properties that may represent “Best Estimate”, see Fig-
ure 3-2 (where all of them have the same value in a symmetric
distribution).

Figure 3-2
Common values in a density distribution function

For such a non-symmetric distribution, it may be more repre-
sentative to define the upper and lower bound values as a “frac-
tile”, see Figure 3-3. This may be a value corresponding to a
normal distribution function with two standard deviation, i.e.
in the order of 2%-5%.

Figure 3-3
Typical upper and lower bound values for a non-symmetric dis-
tribution

In application of this Recommended Practice, it is not known
if a low or high value representing the pipe-soil interaction is
conservative and a procedure, including all; LB, BE and UB is
used. These shall typically be defined as mean ±two standard
deviation or with a fractile in the order of 2%-5%. 
As the distribution of the pipe-soil capacity is normally not well
known, the estimates have to rely on engineering judgement.

3.3  Pipe Geometry
The compressive forces in the pipeline are mainly due to tem-
perature and pressure differences to the as-laid condition, see
Eq.(7). For the thermal expansion this implies that the larger
the steel cross sectional area is the larger the restrained axial
forces will be. A thicker wall may therefore be detrimental,
triggering global buckling. A thicker wall will, on the other
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hand, be beneficial in the post-buckling condition.
The load effect analyses shall be based on the most unfavourable
combinations of loads. This implies that nominal wall thickness
normally apply while the corroded section is used, if relevant, for
the resistance. A robust design will often be based on that the
buckles occurs early (i.e. first time when design values are
reached) and full cross section properties are then normally used.
If it can be documented that the corrosion for a substantial pipe
stretch is expected to be uniform, the load effect could be cal-
culated for half the corrosion.

3.4  Pipe Material
The pipe material discussed in this section applies to both the
load effect calculation and the capacity check.

The material parameters shall be based on the nominal values
except for the yield stress and ultimate strength. The stress-
strain curve based on yield stress and ultimate strength shall be
based on the specified minimum values, fy and fu, as per DNV-
OS-F101, except for when the mean value is explicitly
required by the procedure Eq. (3) and (4). 
It is important to include the temperature effect on the material
parameters, not limited to the yield stress and ultimate strength
only but also to the temperature expansion coefficient, α, and
to Young’s modulus, E. Note that the thermal expansion coef-
ficient will increase with temperature and neglecting this effect
will give non-conservative results. The characteristic material
strength factors are defined below and a summary of the mate-
rial parameter definition is given in Table 3-2.

Unless no data exist on the material de-rating effects, the conserv-
ative estimate in Figure 3-4 can be used. The same de-rating can
also conservatively be used for the ultimate strength de-rating.

Unless no data exist on the material expansion coefficient temper-
ature dependency indications are given in Figure 3-5 from ref. /5/.

Table 3-1  Characteristic pipe geometry properties
Parameters Limit State Resistance Load effect 

calculation3

Symbol Value
Diameter All D Nominal D (Nominal)
Wall 
thickness

Pressure 
containment

t1 t1 = t-tfab-
tcorr

-

Local 
buckling1

t2 t2 = t-tcorr t (Nominal)

Local 
buckling2

t2 t2 = t t (Nominal)

t2 t2 = t -tcorr Min t-0.5 · tcorr

1) If it can be documented that the corrosion is expected to be uniform, 
local buckling2 can replace this check.

2) If it can be documented that the corrosion is expected to be uniform, 
load effect could be calculated for maximum half the corrosion com-
bined with full corrosion for the capacity check on the load effect cal-
culation. In addition, the scenario of no corrosion shall be checked.

3) For local buckling, the load effect calculation is equivalent to the global 
buckling calculation.

DNV-OS-F101:2007 Eq. (5.5) (1)

DNV-OS-F101:2007 Eq. (5.6) (2)

(3)

(4)

( ) Utempyy fSMYSf α⋅−= ,

( ) Utempuu fSMTSf α⋅−= ,

tempyy fYS ,−=σ

tempuu fTS ,−=σ

Table 3-2  Material parameters
Parameter Symbol Value Temperature effect4
Young’s modulus E Nominal/Mean Above 50°C3

Temperature expansion coefficient α Nominal/Mean Above 50°C3

Yield stress, specified minimum SMYS Minimum specified1 At room temperature
Yield stress, mean YS Mean At room temperature
Ultimate strength, specified minimum SMTS Minimum, specified2 At room temperature
Ultimate strength, mean TS Mean At room temperature
Poisson ratio ν Mean Negligible
Reduction in yield stress due to elevated temperature5 fy,temp Mean Above 50°C, Local design temperature
Reduction in ultimate strength due to elevated temperature fu,temp Mean Above 50°C, Local design temperature
1) When supplementary requirement U is specified, the minimum specified stress shall be at least 2 standard deviations below the mean value.
2) When supplementary requirement U is specified, the minimum specified strength shall be at least 3 standard deviations below the mean value.
3) If a constant value is used in the load effect calculations, this shall be an equivalent value representing the total effect at the local design temperature.
4) For Duplex and Super Duplex, the de-rating shall be considered from 20°C.
5) See DNV-OS-F101:2007 Fig. 5-2.
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Figure 3-4
Proposed yield stress de-rating if no other data exist DNV-OS-
F101:2007 Figure 5-2

Figure 3-5
Measured expansion coefficient dependency with temperature,
see ref. /5/

Note that the thermal expansion coefficient in Figure 3-5 is the
incremental expansion and in order to get an equivalent, con-
stant, thermal expansion coefficient, it has to be integrated as
shown in Eq. (5).

Where T1, and T2 are the ambient (or temperature during
installation) and design temperature respectively.

3.5  Loads

3.5.1  General
Global buckling shall be checked for the most critical 100-year
return period load effects. Different load combinations for
100-year return period may be governing and must, hence, be
checked. Typically, the following combinations load effects
should be checked:

— functional design case; extreme functional load effect
(100-year) with associated interference and environmental

loads effects
— interference design case; extreme interference load effect

with associated functional and environmental load effects
— environmental design case; extreme environmental load

effect (100-year) with associated functional and interfer-
ence load effects.

The value of the load effects shall be in accordance with the
different limit states. Some guidance is given in Table 3-4. 

3.5.2  Operational data (functional load)
The analyses shall be performed with relevant operational
parameters (pressure and temperature). For the functional
design case this shall represent the 100-year return value, nor-
mally the local incidental pressure, unless otherwise is stated
in the limit state used. 

Note:
DNV-OS-F101:2000 use Δp equal to 1.05(pld-pe) in the local
buckling limit state. DNV-OS-F101:2007 use (pli-pe).

---e-n-d---of---N-o-t-e---
 

For the interference design case, the value of the operational
loads will depend on the probability of occurring simultane-
ously with the interference load. This implies that the opera-
tional load for the interference (trawl) design case will depend
on the trawling frequency as given in Table 3-4.
The temperature profile corresponding to the relevant temper-
ature shall be used (the local temperature). The insulation shall
include conservative assumptions in order to ensure that these
temperatures not will be exceeded corresponding to an annual
probability of exceedance equal to 10-2.

3.5.3  Trawling loads and frequencies (interference load)
The evaluation of trawling is based on the principles in DNV-
RP-F111. 

Note:
The trawl interference evaluation in this Recommended Practice is
limited to lateral buckling only. Hence, trawling in free span is not
covered by this Recommended Practice but by DNV-RP-F111.

---e-n-d---of---N-o-t-e---
 

Note:
The effect of trawling in this Recommended Practice is included
as a sensitivity study on the overall moment. Since the global
buckling moment is mostly displacement controlled, the load
controlled trawl moment will not be “added” but to a large extent
“replacing” the functional moment from global buckling. If the
contribution from the trawl is dominating, special evaluations are
required in order to determine a higher γc than resulting from this
Recommended Practice.

---e-n-d---of---N-o-t-e---
 

The trawling frequency is annual per relevant pipeline section.
For global buckling assessment where the trawl load acts as a
triggering mechanism, the section relates to the part of the
pipeline in a trawl area (order of kilometres) that has a poten-
tial for buckling. 
For trawling assessment in a buckle, i.e. after it has buckled
globally, it is assumed that a trawl board will hit the buckle
near the apex in an unfavourable manner. The section length
refers then to the length of the buckle or sum of buckles if more
than one buckle is anticipated. The length of the relevant sec-
tion is typically less than 100 metres per buckle.
The trawl pull-over load FT depends on the trawl frequency fT
and trawl board type among other parameters. If detailed infor-
mation is not available the values in Table 3-3 may be applied.
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Table 3-3 shall both be used to evaluate the trigging of a pipe
to buckle and to be used for the integrity check of a buckled
pipe.

3.5.4  Environmental loads
If no information on most critical 100-year return period con-
dition exists, the following combinations are proposed for
pipelines on seabed, normally conservative:

— 100-year return period bottom current and 1-year return
period wave induced flow 

— 1-year return period bottom current and 100-year return
period waved induce flow.

If no information on most critical 1-year return period condi-
tion exist, the following conservative combinations are pro-
posed:

— 1-year return period bottom current and 1-year return
wave induced flow.

Note:
The Environmental design case is normally not a governing
design case for global buckling. One exception may be triggering
of lateral buckle on even seabed.

---e-n-d---of---N-o-t-e---
 

3.5.5  Load combinations
In general, all relevant load combinations shall be checked for
a 100-year return period load effects. Table 3-4 gives guidance
what will be the governing conditions in practice. For interme-
diate trawling intensity, this implies that two combinations
have to be checked while one is sufficient for frequent trawling
as well as for no trawling.

3.6  Time Effects
Properties may change with time, in particular pressure, tem-
perature and wall thickness (corrosion). The same applies to
the temperature profile. 
In line with most pipeline design codes it is allowed to split the
design life in different phases, e.g. combining the anticipated
corrosion with corresponding pressure at that time. This
requires adjustment of the associated control system for pres-
sure and temperature. A combination of more corrosion and a
lower temperature after a certain time can be highly beneficial.
In case the corrosion can be considered to be uniform, it is
allowed to use a reasonably conservative estimate (i.e. little
corrosion) on the wall thickness when calculating the load
effect combined with capacity based on corroded cross section.
This requires also that non-corroded section is acceptable
when considering this in both load effect calculation and in the
capacity. The reduced wall thickness due to corrosion for the
load effect calculation is limited to maximum half the corro-
sion allowance. This is mentioned in the section of geometry
above and load effect calculation in Sec.5. 

4.  Pipe-Soil Interaction
4.1  General
This sub-section gives an introduction to pipe-soil require-
ments while detailed formulations of soil resistance for sce-

nario III are given in Appendix B.
In case other soil resistance models are applied these should be
established in compliance with the described formulations in
order to ensure safety level consistency.
Soil data for pipeline engineering is related to the upper layer of
the seabed, often the upper 0.5 m and seldom below 2 m. This
implies that the soil samplings performed with the objective to
design load carrying structures may be of limited value. Nor-
mally, specific samplings are needed for the pipeline design.
Global buckling behaviour is strongly linked to the pipe-soil
interaction. The pipe-soil interaction includes large uncertain-
ties both due to variation and uncertainty in characterisation and
is the most vital aspect of global buckling or expansion design.
The uncertainties related to pipe-soil interaction are often hard
to quantify and a fair amount of engineering judgement is
required. 
The design procedures in this Recommended Practice are
based on that safety factors will be determined based on the
sensitivity to input parameters, in particular, the soil proper-
ties. A limited amount of survey data shall result in larger soil
property ranges (upper bound, best estimate and lower bound).
If the response sensitivity to these is large, it will give higher
safety factors and more sampling may be of advantage. On the
other hand, if the response sensitivity is small, further samples
may be of limited value.
The components of the pipe-soil interaction involved in the
potential buckling modes of a pipeline are the following:

Table 3-3  Definition of characteristic trawl pull-over loads, FT
Pull-over load fT > 1 10-4 < fT < 1 fT < 10-4

FT
UB 1.3 Fp 1.0 Fp NA

FT
BE 1.0 Fp 0.8 Fp NA

FT
LB 0.4 Fp 0.3 Fp NA

Fp is the trawl pull-over load according to Sec.4 in DNV-RP-F111

Table 3-4  Load combinations to be considered in the design
Trawling 
frequency 1)

Scenario Functional load
Trawl load 3) Environmental load

Pressure load 2) Temperature load

fT < 10-4 and
buried pipelines

Functional design Local Incidental Local Design No -
Interference design NA
Environmental design 4) Local Operating Local operating No 100 yr

10-4 < fT < 1
Functional design Local Incidental Local Design No -
Interference design Local Operating Local operating FT

BE = 0.8 -
Environmental design 4) Local Operating Local operating No 100 yr

1 < fT

Functional design Local Incidental Local Design FT
BE = 1.0 -

Interference design Identical with above
Environmental design 4) Local Operating Local operating No 100 yr

1) Trawling frequency is defined in Sec.3.5.3.
2) See Note of Sec.3.5.2.
3) In addition to sensitivity analyses as required by the procedures.
4) This will normally not be a governing design case except for onset of global buckling on even seabed.
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— Downward
The downward stiffness is important for smoothening of
survey data and for upheaval buckling design

— Lateral 
For an exposed pipeline free to buckle laterally, the lateral
pipe-soil interaction is the key parameter for the lateral
buckling as it influences both mobilisation load (break-out
resistance) and pipeline post buckling configuration
(residual soil resistance after break-out). 

— Axial
The axial pipe-soil interaction is relevant when any buckling
mode is triggered as it affects the post-buckling configura-
tion. The axial feed-in of the straight sections into the buck-
led region is determined by the mobilised axial reaction (of
the natural soil and/or of the gravel/rock cover).
The axial pipe-soil interaction is also important for the axial
load build-up; either at the pipeline ends or after a buckle has
occurred. 

— Upward
The vertical pipe-soil interaction during up-lift is relevant
when upheaval buckling is of major concern, as it affects
the mobilisation load. A multi-linear interaction model is
normally required.

The selection of the most suitable formula/parameters in buck-
ling analysis must therefore be guided by engineering judge-
ment supported by experience on the specific problem and,
where possible, by correlation/bench marketing with field
measurements. In addition sensitivity analyses are always rec-
ommended, aimed at determining the criticality of project con-
ditions with respect of modelling assumptions.
Simplifications of the pipe-soil interaction may be considered in
the assessment. Emphasis should then be to make this simplifi-
cation representative for the relevant condition; e.g. the model
will be different when the breakout force shall be determined
compared to determination of the post-buckling configuration.

4.2  Vertical Stiffness for Lay-Down
For vertical stiffness, reference is made to the DNV-RP-F105.

4.3  Exposed Pipes
For a pipeline laid on the seabed the axial and lateral resistance
is mainly affected by:

— pipe embedment due to its submerged weight and installa-
tion loads (particularly the water filling and pressure test
which may change the pipe penetration, alignment,
smoothing the local curvatures, etc.)

— pipe load history
— time of consolidation between installation, gravel dump-

ing, if any, and initial start-up
— axial and lateral displacements
— scouring.

In addition, the following aspects have to be accounted for
when the pipeline is covered with spot or continuous gravel
dumping to define the total resistance:

— additional embedment due to rock overburden
— rock penetration into the seabed
— geometry of cover
— additional embedment due to erosion and sediment of sea-

bed soil.

The formulae for calculating the total resistance reported in lit-
erature vary due to three initial hypotheses/models. Generally
speaking this is due to:

— differences inherent to the assumptions on which the pro-
posed analytical models are based (for example, regarding
soil failure mechanisms)

— extrapolation of experimental data with reference to lim-
ited case records

— simplifications which are the basis of numerical models.

The design of exposed pipelines will aim for; either to docu-
ment that the pipeline will not buckle laterally, or, that the
pipeline will buckle laterally and the post-buckling condition
is acceptable. The two cases require different values, for small
displacement or for large displacement. The amount of values
depends on the design scenario and is given in Table 4-1.

Indices UB and LB indicate upper and lower bound value nor-
mally specified as mean value +/– 2 standard deviation (in
accordance with normal interpretation), and index BE indi-
cates a “best estimate”. The range in terms of standard devia-
tions may be altered as it is included in the design procedure.
Pipe-soil resistance curve should be considered including peak
resistance (break-out) and residual resistance.

4.4  Buried Pipelines
Buried pipelines are covered by soil, either with the seabed
soil, trenched soil or with additional cover material (e.g.
gravel). Soil properties will be required for each of the three
materials as relevant in the design:

— in-situ soil conditions
— trench material (remoulded / fluidised and reconsolidated) 
— added cover material.

The in-situ soil conditions are used for the downward resist-
ance of the pipeline. This may be either on the seabed, for pipe-
lines resting on the seabed and covered with gravel or at the
bottom of the trench for a pipeline in a trench.
A trenched pipeline may be covered by natural seabed material
or by gravel.
Natural seabed material can be put in place, either by plough-
ing back the material from the sides or by jetting where the
material has been flushed backwards along the pipeline. When
the soil is ploughed back, some parts of the soil will maintain
its original strength while there may be water pockets in
between these parts. The jetting trenching will, on the other
hand, liquefy the soil, giving a very homogenous soil, and
remould the strength. Attention should be paid to the charac-
terisation of the back-filling material in the short and long
term, as a variation of the characteristic soil parameters may be
expected.
The properties of the gravel will depend on the source for the
material and need to be defined correspondingly. 
The modelling of pipe-soil interaction generally supplies ana-
lytical relationships to describe the ultimate soil capacity and
the relative displacements at mobilisation of ultimate capacity.
These formulae/analytical relations generally involve the soil
type/geo-technical properties and pipe cover characteristics, as
well as pipeline diameter and potential cover height. A subdi-
vision can be made on the basis of soil nature as: 

— cohesive (clay)

Table 4-1  Required friction factors for pipelines left exposed on 
the seabed
Design scenario Axial 1) Lateral
No global buckling BE LB

Maybe global buckling LB
LB
BE

Global buckling
LB LB
BE BE
UB UB

1) See also Sec.5.2.3.
LB Lower Bound
BE Best Estimate
UB Upper Bound.
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— granular material (cohesion-less materials are sand, gravel
and crushed rock).

For cohesion less material (typically sand), the internal friction
angle is a function of the soil relative density, and hence can be
subjected to variation from the short to the long term as a func-
tion of soil propensity to consolidate. The same applies to
cohesive soils, as the shear strength is a function of soil consol-
idation. It should be considered that in this case trenching pro-
duces plastic collapse/fracture in the soil according to the
degree of firmness, and the soil then includes separated blocks
of clay that might develop some cohesion over time.
Figure 4-1 shows an idealized trench with a pipe covered with
natural seabed material and added cover material.

Figure 4-1
Illustration of some key issues and definitions used for Upheaval
resistance

More detailed formulations are given in Appendix B.

5.  Load effect calculation
5.1  General
In general, any model can be used calculating the load effect as
long as it can be documented to give conservative results when
compared to more advanced methods. In practice, analytical
models may be used for simple configurations for exposed
pipelines on even seabed, Scenario I, and buried pipes, Sce-
nario III. For exposed pipelines on uneven seabed, Scenario II,
and less simple configurations of Scenario I and III, several
analyses with advanced finite element methods are normally
required.
For all scenarios, the original configuration contributes
strongly to the final stress-stage in the pipeline. It is therefore
important to quantify and include it in rational manner, consid-
ering the uncertainties of the quantification.

5.2  Load Modelling

5.2.1  General
All loads experienced during construction and operations shall
be considered including the reactions caused by these loads.
The loads are divided into the following load categories:

— functional loads, both permanent and variable loads
— environmental loads
— interference (trawl) loads 
— accidental loads.

For a general definition of the different load categories and the
corresponding characteristic loads, see DNV-OS-F101 and for
trawl loads, see DNV-RP-F111.

Note:
The sensitivity to the trawl loads is checked and results in the
safety factor, γC. This is in contradiction to DNV-OS-F101:2000
and implies that trawl loads shall be considered as functional
load.

---e-n-d---of---N-o-t-e---
 

Load combinations shall be considered for all design phases
relevant to the pipeline system. These may typically include:

— start-up
— operation at operational condition
— operation at design condition
— shut-down
— pack-in and shut-in condition.

For load effect modelling of the pipe the pipe shall normally be
modelled with un-corroded cross section with the corroded
section for the capacity check, see also Sec.3.3.
The thermal expansion is determined by the temperature dif-
ference between installation and the maximum expected tem-
perature during operation. Note that the maximum temperature
is likely to be governed at a high seawater temperature as this
gives low cooling of the internal fluid.

5.2.2  Effective axial force
The effect of internal and external pressures may be taken into
account using the concept of an effective axial force:

The effective (axial) force represents the combined cross sec-
tion action of; the pipe wall force (axial stress times the steel
cross sectional area) and the internal/external pressure. By use
of this effective force, the global buckling can be calculated as
for members in air. For a more general discussion and applica-
tion, see ref. /3/ and /4/.

5.2.3  Build up of effective axial force
The choice of pipe-soil axial resistance, fa, will affect both the
load effect calculations as well as the buckling capacity. 
Within the anchor zone close to the pipeline end the effective
axial force is reduced from maximum the total restrained axial
force, So, due to end expansion. The reduction of the axial
force along the pipeline is governed by the axial friction
between the pipeline and soil. Hence, a high resistance will
give higher forces close to the end, potential triggering buckles
in this area.
For the upheaval buckling analyses the axial friction in the
anchor zone shall be increased with γUF. This will result in the
shorter effective anchor length. 
The same considerations apply close to buckled sections. A
high axial resistance will here cause a faster build up of axial
force that may trigger other imperfections closer to the buckled
section. Note that this may be highly beneficial for the design
since more buckle may be triggered, giving less feed-in into
each buckle.
Another related aspect is the post buckling force. The load in
the buckle will reduce with increasing feed-in and not drop
down to the lower bound value reached directly. This may
imply that higher force close to the buckle is achieved prior to
reaching this lower bound value, that may trigger the buckle.

5.3  Analytical Methods

5.3.1  Maximum expansion force
Simplified calculations shall always be used to verify the
detailed calculations and to avoid gross errors. A pipeline may
experience the fully restrained effective force as given in
Eq. (7), given that the location is more than one anchor length

Dtot 

H 1 

z 0 

H 2

Idealized trench 
geometry 

In-situ soil 
conditions 

Trench material 
(Remoulded / Fluidised and 

Reconsolidated) 

Added cover material

Cover height
H = H1+H2

(6)eeii ApApNS ⋅+⋅−=
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from the pipeline end and no buckling has occurred (see also
Sec. 2.1 and Figure 2-2). 

Where

H Residual axial force from laying
Δpi Difference in internal pressure compared to as laid!
ΔT Difference in temperature related to the temperature dur-

ing installation. 
NB! The temperature change in the pipeline can be related
to a change in the surrounding temperature as well as in
the internal temperature. 
Note:
Δpi is the difference in internal pressure between the analysed
condition and when laid down with the lay tension H on the sea-
bed. Since the internal pressure during installation normally is
zero, this will often be identical to the internal pressure for the
analysed condition. 
This equation represents an analytically correct prediction for
linear elastic material behaviour and will constitute and upper
bound restrained force. For high utilisation, plasticity may be
experienced and the above equation will then over predict the
restrained force.

---e-n-d---of---N-o-t-e---
 

5.3.2  Global lateral buckling, Scenario I
Global lateral buckling of an exposed pipeline resting on even
seabed may for some cases be analysed using analytical methods. 
Different analytical models are available in the literature, see
e.g. Hobbs, see ref. /1/, Taylor and Ben Gan, ref. /2/ and
Spinazze et al, ref. /6/. However, analytical methods have sev-
eral limitations due to the assumptions on which they are
based:

— linear elastic material behaviour
— simplified axial and lateral pipe-soil interaction described

by a Columb-friction
— small rotation theory
— imposed shape of initial and post buckling configuration

according to assumed buckling mode. For small initial
imperfection, mobilisation load is related to an assumed
modal shape that may differ from the real pipe as-laid con-
figuration.

If one or more of the limitations for the analytical methods are
not fulfilled, more sophisticated analysis is required.

5.3.3  Upheaval buckling, Scenario III
For a covered pipeline, the lateral soil resistance is normally
much higher than the vertical. Hence, the pipeline will tend to
move vertically and try to break out of the soil cover (upheaval
buckling). The approach will then be to design a sufficient
cover height to prevent upheaval buckling and keep the pipe in
its original position.
As for lateral buckling there is also analytical methods availa-
ble in the literature for upheaval buckling calculation, see e.g.
Palmer et al., see ref. /7/. The following linear relationship
exists for a prop shape model:

where Rmax is the total soil resistance. wo is the submerged
weight of pipe during installation and wp is the submerged
weight during operation. δ  is the (prop) imperfection, EI is the

bending stiffness and k1 = 2 and k2 = 11 are constants deter-
mined from FE results for prop shape scenarios.
The above equation along with other analytical methods has
their limitations, and should preferably be used only at the con-
ceptual design phase. Typical limitations are:

— only linear elastic material behaviour
— difficult to describe an arbitrary imperfection shape
— soil upheaval resistance is assumed along the entire imper-

fection wavelength. This is not the case in sag bend
regions, where the pipeline will have a tendency to move
downwards, resulting in no soil contribution to uplift
resistance.

— does not take the vertical soil resistance force-displace-
ment curve into account

— cannot account for cyclic loading and possible creep.

5.4  Detailed FE Analyses

5.4.1  General
Normally, pipe response should be analysed using non-linear
finite element methods. The FE analysis should describe the
physical phenomena/behaviour adequately.
In general, the FE analysis shall be able to take into account
such as:

1) FE program specifics

— Non-linear material (steel) behaviour
Shall take into account the non-linear and bi-dimen-
sional (in the longitudinal and hoop-direction) state of
stress by an appropriate yield surface and hardening
rule. 
The stress-strain curve based on yield stress and ulti-
mate strength shall be based on the specified mini-
mum values, fy and fu, considered being engineering
stress values, except for when the mean value is ex-
plicitly required by the procedure. The choice of stress
strain curve shall be consistent with the FE-program
applied.

— Large rotation theory
Relevant for pipe rotation larger than about 0.1 radian.

— Element size and type
The pipe element type shall enable uniform hoop
stress and effect of pressure. The length should typi-
cally be in the order of one diameter where the buckle
is expected to occur and may be longer in straight por-
tions. 

2) Modelling

— Pipe-soil interaction
Pipe-soil interaction is generally modelled using a se-
ries of independent non-linear spring like elements at-
tached to the pipeline, or to be modelled as a contact
problem. These "springs" / contact surfaces are char-
acterised by a non-linear force-displacement relation-
ship and represent an integration of the normal and
tangential forces acting on the pipe surface when it in-
terfaces with the surrounding soil. Different pipe-soil
properties in axial and lateral direction shall be ac-
counted for.
The effect of peak resistance in the pipe-soil resist-
ance shall be carefully evaluated. Omitting this peak
resistance in the axial direction may trigger too few
buckles and give a too long anchor length.
See also 5.2.3 and 5.4.3.

— Initial pipeline configuration 
The development of the buckling mode (lateral buck-
ling, up-heaval or a combination of the two) is affect-
ed by the pipeline as-laid configuration. The pipeline

(7)
DNV-OS-F101:2007 Eq. (4.11)

(8)
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should be stress free in a straight configuration.
Hence, actual (measured) or assumed imperfection for
triggering relevant buckling modes should be intro-
duced from the initial straight and stress free pipe con-
figuration. More details are given in 5.4.2.
For buried pipelines the fitting to the survey data, rep-
resenting the as laid configuration shall not be done by
“Smoothing” but by the stiffness of the pipe as out-
lined in 5.4.2.2.

— Effective Axial Force Build up
See 5.2.3.

— Analyse the relevant load sequence(s), including
cyclic loading, if relevant
The effects of pipeline loading history (water filling,
system pressure test, de-watering, shutdown-restart
cycle etc.) should be accounted for in the analysis. The
effect of cyclic load should be evaluated in the analy-
sis to account for possible strain accumulation effects
or reducing moment.

3) Other

— Failure in FEM Analysis 
Some upheaval buckling analysis addressed in this re-
port requires finding an applied (TRd) temperature
where the pipeline/soil interaction fails. The pipeline
fails for UHB when the axial loading can not be in-
creased or the mobilisation of the soil exceeds the fail-
ure displacement δF 

— Subsidance Related Horizontal Motion
Seabed subsidence due to e.g. reservoir depletion may
cause both vertical and horizontal movement in the ef-
fective region. For pipelines with high axial restraint,
such as those that are buried, the horizontal seabed
movement can induce large axial forces leading to
buckle of overstressing of the pipe. This shall be con-
sidered if relevant.

5.4.2  Modelling of the as laid configuration

5.4.2.1  General
It is recommended to verify the design by analysing the pipe-
line based on as-laid data for scenario I and II. It is required to
base the final design of scenario III on as-laid data.
Modelling of the as laid configuration includes modelling of
imperfections. Different types of imperfections are important
for different scenarios. All these shall represent a stress-free
condition in its straight configuration.
For Scenario I, Exposed pipe on even seabed, imperfections in
the horizontal plane will be the governing imperfections.
These imperfections may be both known (considerable/pur-
posed built in initial imperfection/curves) or unknown. A
larger imperfection than anticipated may be required in order
to allow this to buckle for all sensitivity studies in line with the
design procedure.
For Scenario II, Exposed pipe on un-even seabed, the govern-
ing imperfections are in the vertical plane. These imperfections
will normally be modelled both in the design phase and after
laying. However, an as-laid survey may reduce the uncertain-
ties in the seabed bathymetry.
For Scenario III, Buried pipeline, the vertical out of straightness is
most important. During the design phase, the imperfections may
be uncertain, whereas after pipe laying, the out of straightness can
be measured and hence, the imperfections will be known. 
When the configuration is uncertain, a calibration of the struc-
tural model on the basis of as-built survey data is recom-
mended to account for actual pipe-soil configuration (soil
nature, pipe-soil penetration, free spanning length and clear-
ance, etc.) and appropriate pipe-soil interaction curves (non
linear force–displacement relationship).

5.4.2.2  Scenario III - Buried pipe
A central part of upheaval buckling analyses for the installed
and buried pipeline is measurement of the pipeline configura-
tion, the actual cover height and additional information as
mean seabed and possible trench geometry.
The survey uncertainty of the configuration is significant, i.e.
the vertical position of the pipeline is associated with a meas-
urement error typically in the order of 0.1 – 0.3 m (±2 σconfig-
uration) with a certain spatial correlation.
An estimation of the survey accuracy should therefore be made
for a series of independent measurement, by calculating the
standard deviation for the measurements. This is normally not
performed, but based upon experience and engineering judge-
ment the accuracy for ROV based surveys assumes.
σconfiguration = 0.05 – 0.15 m for Top Of Pipe
σcover = 0.10 – 0.15 m for cover height H
Survey data is normally given as data listings related to a KP.
Average spacing between each measurement should be in the
order of a couple of diameters but not larger than 1 meter.
Post processing of configuration survey data to transform the
measurement to data listing must be performed, but no
smoothing of data should be carried out by the contractor per-
forming the survey. The designer should carry out the smooth-
ing, ensuring a consistent treatment of the raw data. 
The procedure for “Smoothing” the data should be:

— Clearly un-physical data shall be removed. That is single
points far out from the other data.

— Representative soil stiffness is applied to the remaining
survey points.

— A straight stress free pipe in the as laid or trenched condi-
tions (i.e. normally laid empty pipeline on seabed,
changed to water filled) is lowered down on the soil
springs (as a contact problem) without any axial friction
applied. The downward stiffness should be taken as a best
estimate. Alternative ways of simulating this is allowed
and may depend on the FE-programs ability to model the
contact problem.

— In this configuration, the soil springs not in contact with
the pipeline are connected in a zero stress state simulating
soil surrounding the pipe. 

5.4.3  Pipe-soil interference modelling

5.4.3.1  Scenario I - Even seabed
For a pipeline laid on an even seabed, attention should be given
to axial and lateral pipe-soil interaction. 
The lateral pipe-soil interaction is the key parameter for the lat-
eral buckling as it influences both mobilisation load (break-out
resistance) and pipeline post buckling configuration. At mobi-
lisation, when the pipeline starts to deflect laterally and the dis-
placements are small, the lateral soil resistance is governed by
the peak value. For increasing lateral displacements, the lateral
soil resistance may decrease to a lower residual value. In the
tail of the buckle the lateral resistance will always be peak
resistance and this will influence the post buckling configura-
tion. This controls the final configuration of the pipeline in the
buckled zone characterised by large displacements.
The axial pipe-soil interaction will be the most important fac-
tor for the buckle initiations (load effect determination) and the
amount of feed-in, i.e. in the post-buckling phase. The peak
resistance versus the residual resistance may also be important.

5.4.3.2  Scenario II - Uneven seabed
For a pipeline laid on uneven seabed pipe mobilisation under the
effect of operative loads, as well as pipe response in the post-
buckling phase is in general related to a complex 3-D pipeline
behaviour and pipe-soil interaction. The probability of the initial
DET NORSKE VERITAS
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pipeline configuration to share the available thermal expansion
over several buckles or to localise in one single buckle is deter-
mined by the initial pipeline configuration and soil pipe interac-
tion. All pipe-soil interaction components (axial, lateral and
vertical) must be properly defined in the model.
Particular attention should be paid to the prediction of pipeline
as-laid configuration, both in the horizontal and vertical plane,
as this determines which buckling modes (horizontal, vertical
or a combination of the two) will be first triggered in operative
conditions along the pipeline route. A 3-D seabed description
is recommended in the analysis. Such detailed modelling must
be based on accurate processing of survey data. 

5.4.3.3  Scenario III - Buried pipe
Both the uplift resistance and downward resistance are essen-
tial for the upheaval buckling analyses. The upward resistance
is often preliminary estimated by a linear uplift resistance
before the actual resistance is modelled in the final analyses.
The downward stiffness will be altered as part of the design
procedure in order to determine if there is a possibility for a
downward initial failure. Detailed recommendations are given
in Appendix B w.r.t. the pipe-soil modelling.
For the axial pipe-soil interaction, see 5.2.3.

5.5  Miscellaneous
For design dominated by thermal effects that are allowed to be
released, the expansion of the pipe is not sensitive to the wall
thickness and the reduction in wall thickness mostly governs
the weight and thereby the lateral friction which then will be
the most important effect.
Cyclic effects shall be considered. The curvature of global buck-
led pipelines often decrease when the buckling is repeated, hence,
the maximum curvature occurs the first time the pipeline buckles
(for invariant maximum effective axial force). It is allowed to
take advantage of this effect if it can be documented by analyses
and supported by procedures for operations.
If berms are built up during lateral movement, this may inhibit
stress relaxation and shall be considered.

5.6  Engineering Tools
The load effect analyses will often be complex and time con-
suming. It is therefore important to limit the size of the element
model as appropriate in order to simplify these analyses:

— A global model with course element size is normally required
to determine where to split the model into smaller parts. A
semi-analytical model may also be valuable at this stage.

— 2D FE model in the horizontal plane for exposed pipelines
on even seabed.

— 2D FE-model in the vertical plane (modelling sea bottom
unevenness and free spans) considering or not the possible
development of thermal expansion in the lateral plane after
the change of buckling plane from vertical to horizontal.

— 2½D or 3D FE model to consider pipeline uplift at the
crest, change of buckling plane from horizontal to vertical
and, finally, buckle development in the horizontal plane.

The pipeline designer will decide which approach to use on the
basis of experience, design phase, etc.

6.  I - Exposed Pipeline on Even Seabed
6.1  Objective and Applicability
The objective of this section is to provide procedures and cri-
teria for pipelines on even seabed.
Pipeline resting on the seabed and exposed to compressive
effective force, may buckle globally. When the initiation of
global buckling takes place on the seabed, i.e. in the horizontal

plane, it is defined to occur on an “even seabed” and this sec-
tion is applicable.

6.2  Design Process
The design procedure is split into three main steps:

1) Global buckling assessment.
2) Pipe integrity check.
3) Mitigation measure check.

This is shown in Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1
Overview of global buckling design flow

Step 1: Global buckling assessment
The objective of this step is to evaluate the susceptibility to
global buckling. The axial load global resistance, or capacity,
depends on the lateral load e.g. trawl impact, lateral restraint
and geometrical imperfection of the global configuration as
shown in Figure 6-2. Depending on the susceptibility; No
Buckling, Maybe Buckling and Buckling different criteria for
local buckling will be used.
Any purposely made imperfection to trigger global buckling
shall trigger global buckling.

Figure 6-2
Illustration of the criteria for different buckling probabilities
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Step 2: Check of the Pipe integrity
The major resulting failure mode for a global buckling is local
buckling which constitutes the major part of the pipe integrity
check. The extent of the local buckling check depend on the
outcome from step 1. For a no buckling pipeline, standard
checks only apply. For a buckling pipeline, different non-lin-
ear FE-analyses are required.
If the pipe integrity check fails, mitigation measures have to be
defined and this step repeated until found acceptable.
Step 3: Check of mitigation measures
The objective of this step is to verify that:

— the mitigation measures introduced in the global buckling
assessment have sufficient reliability in order to meet dif-
ferent criteria

— the pipeline behaves as anticipated.

If mitigation measures are included, the analyses used for the
load effect modelling of the global buckling assessment shall
represent the adopted mitigation measures. The design proce-
dure in Step 2 is then checked with the updated load effects.
To verify that the pipeline behaves as anticipated is a part of
ensuring a robust design.

6.3  Step 1: Global Buckling (Pre-buckling) Assess-
ment

6.3.1  Triggering mechanism
For the global buckling assessment, two activation mecha-
nisms shall be considered, see Figure 6-3:

1a External interference from trawl pull-over creating a devia-
tion from rectilinear alignment large enough to activate
snap-through and natural development of global lateral
buckling.

1b Initial random imperfection (out of straightness) from laying.

Figure 6-3
Triggering mechanisms of a global buckle

Purpose made imperfection for global buckling shall make the
pipeline buckle.
The magnitude of natural out of straightness (i.e. with random
location and not purpose-made by laying operation) is linked
to the lay technology, relevant residual lay tension and the
actual pipe size, i.e., bending stiffness and submerged weight. 
A best estimate of maximum imperfection (or curvature) shall
be established when design rely on natural imperfections only
as part of the design basis. 

6.3.2  Step 1a: Global lateral buckling activated by exter-
nal interference 
Trawl impact triggering global buckling shall be evaluated for

a set of trawl pullover loads and pipe-soil resistances by FE
analyses. The lateral soil friction and trawl pull-over load are
defined by the soil-trawl matrix in Figure 6-4. The matrix
implies a maximum of 3 FE analyses with different combina-
tions of trawl load and lateral soil resistance forces. 

Figure 6-4
Combined lateral soil resistance and trawl load matrix

fL is the lateral soil resistance force-displacement curve and FT
is the trawl load taken from Sec.3.5.3. Indices UB and LB indi-
cate upper and lower bound value specified typically as a mean
value +/- 2 standard deviation (see Sec.3.2), and index BE indi-
cates a “best estimate”.
The assessment is based on FE analyses of three scenarios
using (FT

UB, fL
LB), denoted •1, (FT

BE, fL
LB), denoted •2 and,

(FT
UB, fL

BE) denoted •3, and is performed as follows:

— A No Buckling condition is obtained if global buckling not
occur for the scenario •1 using (FT

UB, fL
LB)

— A No Buckling condition is obtained if neither of scenarios
•2 or •3 experience global buckling

— A Maybe Buckling (SLS/ALS) condition is obtained if
either scenario •2 or •3 experience global buckling and a
single post-global buckling check is required, see 6.4.3.

— A Buckling (ULS) condition is obtained if both scenario •2
and •3 experience global buckling and a post-global buckling
check with a full soil matrix is required, see 6.4.4 and Sec.9.

The FE analyses are performed with a straight pipe and pres-
sure and temperature corresponding to the trawling frequency
defined in Table 3-4. Trawl loads shall be included as per
Table 3-3 and as per DNV-RP-F111. Hydrodynamic forces
needs not to be included in these calculations as they may
reduce the lateral pipe-soil resistance due to lift effects.
Hence, the design flow for triggering by trawl pull-over load
will be as shown in Figure 6-5.

Figure 6-5
Design flow for Global buckling triggered by trawl pull-over
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Figure 6-6
Design flow for imperfection triggering global buckling (Step 1b)

6.3.3  Step 1b: Global lateral buckling activated by imper-
fection
The lateral global buckling capacity is defined as the lower
limit for available compression to activate lateral buckling. In
the absence of trawl loads it depends on the out of straightness
of pipeline alignment and soil lateral resistance. 
The following procedure to assess the possibility for global lat-
eral buckling may often result in global lateral buckling. Engi-
neering judgement should then be applied to avoid un-
necessary conservatism with respect to pipe-soil interaction
capacity. E.g. the initial buckling may be governed by an
extreme environmental condition (100-year return period),
with a corresponding low lateral resistance (due to lift force
and drag force), resulting in favourable buckle configuration.
Further increase in pressure and temperature may, however, be
based on higher lateral resistance representing a more normal
environmental condition.
The design check for global buckling triggering by imperfec-
tion is based on Hobb’s infinite mode capacity. This capacity
depends on the lateral pipe-soil resistance which, in turn, will
depend on the pipeline weight. The estimated weight shall
include the lift effect from current and waves. Two combina-
tions of loads shall be included in this consideration, see also
Table 3-4;

1) Lower bound lateral resistance and extreme bottom flow
with associated functional loads.

2) Lower bound lateral resistance, extreme functional loads
with associated bottom flow.

Bottom current shall include both the contribution from cur-
rent and waves. Benefit of non-simultaneously acting current
from waves is allowed.
The design process for global buckling triggered by imperfec-
tion is shown in Figure 6-6.
No-Buckling implies that the pipeline will develop marginal
deviation from as laid alignment and fulfil:

where 

S(op), S(des) is given by Eq. (7) based on operational

pressure and temperature or design pres-
sure and temperature, respectively.

S∞(100yr), S∞(1yr) is the effective axial force for the infinite
buckling mode by Hobbs (see ref. /1/)
based on lower bound pipe-soil resistance
(fL

LB) corresponding to 100-year or 1-year
return period environmental condition

fL
LB is the Lower Bound lateral soil resistance force [N/m],

fL
BE is the Best Estimate lateral soil resistance,

w is the pipe submerged weight,
FL is the maximum hydrodynamic lift force per unit length 
FD is the maximum hydrodynamic drag force per unit

length.
Hence, fL is taken as the minimum of the lower bound lateral
soil resistance or the effective resistance in the presence on
hydrodynamic loads from wave and current with a specified
return period.
The Hobb’s capacity may be related to a corresponding imper-
fection radius. 

It shall be verified that this radius is less than the expected min-
imum radius of the pipeline stretch introduced during laying
considering the laying technique applied. 
In case a smaller radius can be expected e.g. a bend as part of
the routing, a lower bound capacity corresponding to this
radius shall be used for axial capacity evaluation. This shall
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include the effect from environmental loads as above.

where RLB is the expected lower bound radius. 
For Maybe Buckling the same procedure and criteria applies
but with an axial capacity increased by a factor kmb. This shall
be based on engineering judgment and is expected to be in the
order of 1.5.
If all the above criteria fail the pipeline will normally be con-
sidered as a Buckling pipeline.

6.4  Step 2: Pipe Integrity Check

6.4.1  General
As stated in the introduction, Global buckling is not a failure
mode in itself but may cause other failure modes such as; Local
Buckling, Fracture and Fatigue. Hence, after the global buck-
ling check, the pipe shall be checked for different failure
modes, referred to as Pipe Integrity Checks, in the identified
condition i.e.:

— no buckling; ULS check for the “straight” pipeline
— maybe buckling; SLS check for the “straight” pipeline and

ALS for the Buckled
— buckling; ULS check in the buckled (post-buckling) con-

figuration.

An overview of the design tasks for pipe integrity checks are
given in Figure 6-7.

Figure 6-7
Pipe integrity check overview

All integrity checks shall be performed for pressure and tem-
perature values corresponding to the trawl frequency as per
Table 3-4
An overview of the required pipe integrity checks is given in
Table 6-1 but see also Sec.6.4.5.

6.4.2  No buckling condition – Step 2a
This shall be checked as a normal pipe, including the axial
check, as per Table 6-1.

6.4.3  Maybe buckling condition – Step 2b
The condition prior to any buckling shall be checked for axial
capacity as per Table 6-1. Note that this will be checked as an
ULS check.
The post buckling condition for the Maybe Buckling condition
shall be checked as an ALS condition based on best estimate
lateral resistance, best estimated axial resistance and best esti-
mate trawl loads, if applicable. A simplified ALS check can be
carried out assuming γc equal to 0.85 and γF = 1.0 in line with
DNV-OS-F101, see also 5.4.2.1.

As an alternative, the methodology of buckling condition can
be applied.

6.4.4  Buckling condition – Step 2c
In order to document the integrity in the post buckling condi-
tion a set of non-linear FE-analyses is required.
The major design check in the post buckling condition in addi-
tion to fracture is local buckling for combined loading. By var-
ying the basic parameters, a set of possible responses in terms
of moments and strains is determined. 
The purpose of the required analyses for the buckling conditions
is therefore to determine a specific γc in line with the paragraph
above giving a γc larger than 0.80. A γc of 1.0 will correspond to
a fully load controlled condition for best estimate values which

(14)
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LB
LLB RfS ⋅=

Step 2cStep 2a Step 2b

Stop

Calc. γc

PIC(s)
ALS

γc=0.851
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<10-4

Oper. cond. 
+ Trawl Des. cond. 

Maybe BucklingNo Buckling

Calc. γc Calc. γc

PIC(s) PIC(s)
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Table 6-1  Overview of most relevant pipe integrity checks
Pressure 
Contain.

Local buckling Axial Ratcheting Fatigue Fracture 3) Trawl
interf.

Free span

Load 
Controlled

Displacement 
Controlled

Reference DNV-
OS-F101

DNV-
OS-F101

DNV-
OS-F101 Eq. (65) DNV-

OS-F101
DNV-

OS-F101
DNV-

OS-F101
DNV-

RP-F111
DNV-

RP-F105

No Buckling

Prior X X - X X X - X X
Post - - - - - - - - -

Maybe Buckling

Prior X X - X X X - X X
Post X γc  = 0.851) - - - - X X X

Buckling

Prior X X - X X X - X X
Post X γc

2) All X X X X X
1) To be analyses as an Accidental Limit State, see 6.4.3.
2) Typically [0.80;1.0], see. Eq. 6.4.415). See also 6.4.4.
3) See also comment in Sec.9.

This table does not rule out other checks required by DNV-OS-F101.
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may not give sufficient safety. In case of a γc above 1.0, it is rec-
ommended to re-assess the design solution.
The pipeline integrity check for local buckling is satisfied if:

— combined moment check for stress-strain curve based on
fy and fu, best estimate values of pipe-soil resistance, best
estimate (if relevant) trawl loads and determined γc

— strain criterion for worst case (of the analysed scenarios in
determination of γc)

are fulfilled.
Formally this implies that:

The condition factor γC is based on the prevailing uncertainty
in the response bending moment as per Sec.9 for the parame-
ters given in Table 3-4. These shall be checked for the design
criterion in Eq. (15) for the best estimate parameters moment.
The displacement controlled condition, Eq. (16), shall also
include relevant SNCF’s. The worst case, out of the analysed
scenarios, is normally one out of:

— ε(fL
UB, fA

BE,fy,FT
BE)

— ε(fL
BE, fA

BE,fy,FT
UB).

It is only the scenario with medium range trawling that needs
to be analysed for two set of loading conditions. Calculation of
γc for the extreme functional loads case can be simplified by
using the same expression as for trawling, just put the trawling
uncertainty; XC = 0.
γc tends to be overestimated if calculated based on a not design
governing condition. Hence, it should be calculated for the
governing condition in design. The simplified calculation of γc
above is based on trawl combined with operational pressure
and temperature. In case functional design loads (no trawl) is a
more severe condition, this should be the basis for calculation
of γc. Xc should then be calculated for trawl condition to mod-
ify the γc calculated without trawl.
In case the buckling occurs due to un-intentional imperfections
for buckling, these shall be increased to allow buckling for
upper bound lateral soil model pipe integrity check, causing
the pipeline to buckle for all sensitivity analyses.
Additional required checks of the pipe itself are given in
Table 6-1.

6.4.5  Pipeline walking
In addition to the above limit states, there is a phenomena
called Pipeline walking. A pipeline may move axially for each
start-up and shut down for pipelines with steep transient ther-
mal gradient and that:

— do not have a point of full axial restraint (will move
towards cold end)

— have a pulling forces in the end (will move towards pulling
end, typical SCR’s)

— rest on a slope (will move downwards).

Several of these phenomena’s may occur simultaneously and
have contradicting or adding effects. This shall be considered
if relevant, see ref. /8/.

6.5  Step 3: Mitigation Measures

6.5.1  General
A pipeline which is designed to buckle should be based on a

“robust design”. This implies that sensitivities have to be per-
formed covering e.g.:

— may adjacent imperfections buckle if the buckling capac-
ity of the considered imperfection is slightly higher?

— modelling of lateral pipe-soil capacity; parts of the pipeline
that moves little may have a higher lateral capacity than parts
with larger movement – how will this affect the response

— is it certain that vertical undulation in the seabed not will
trigger a vertical buckle?

A robust design may be achieved by a combination of imper-
fections and mitigation measures. A general description of mit-
igation measures is given in Appendix A.

6.5.2  Sharing of expansion into adjacent buckles
An exposed HT/HP pipeline may not only buckle at one loca-
tion, but at a series of locations. In this Recommended Practice
sharing of expansion into adjacent buckles means that the
expansion potential is released into imperfections in the pipe
configuration at various locations. A mitigation measure to
obtain this effect is if the pipeline can be installed with imper-
fection. If the benefit of sharing is taken into account in the
design a safety margin should be documented to avoid exces-
sive feed-in to one of adjacent, pre-defined imperfections. 
At start-up the behaviour will be as described in Sec.2.1 and
shown in Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3. In order to activate the
second imperfection to buckle (i.e. initiate lateral deflection),
a build up of sufficient effective axial force between the adja-
cent buckles is required. If build up of effective axial force
when reaching at the second buckle is less than the axial global
buckling capacity, this buckle will not be triggered and locali-
sation of axial feed-in into the first buckle will occur. Potential
localisation may be related to:

— in-homogeneous as-laid configuration (as-laid curvature)
— in-homogeneous pipe-soil interaction
— varying (spatial) initial compressive force.

The localisation between two interacting buckles is determined
by the axial equilibrium between the difference in force in the
buckles and the axial resistance mobilised in the pipe section
between the two buckles. Sharing between adjacent buckles
can be taken into account if the following equation is fulfilled:

where

Sr,1 is the post-buckle effective axial force in the first
buckle, calculated assuming lower bound soil charac-
teristics (may conservatively be set to zero)

ΔS is the axial force build up between the adjacent buckles
calculated assuming Lower Bound soil characteristic

SG,2 is the axial global buckling capacity force for the sec-
ond buckle. The capacity must formally be taken as:

where R2 is the radius (imperfection) at the 2nd buckle. Hence,
the global buckling capacity is conservatively assumed to occur
for upper bound lateral resistance at expected imperfection or at
a lower bound imperfection at expected axial resistance. 
The basic principle is illustrated in Figure 6-8 where it is
assumed that the 1st buckle is initiated by some means. The
objective is then to evaluate whether the axial force build up
combined with the SG,2 is sufficient to initiate the 2nd buckle,
see also 5.2.3.
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Figure 6-8
Sharing of buckles. Basic Principle

6.5.3  Increasing axial restraint
In case the safety margin given in Eq. (17) is not fulfilled one
solution is to increase the axial restraint by e.g. rock dumping.

6.5.4  Monitoring system
If the principle of sharing of expansion into adjacent buckles is
to be used a monitoring programme of the pipeline behaviour
is recommended. Such programme is intended to verify that
the pipeline expand into the buckles originally defined.

7.  II - Exposed Pipeline on un-even seabed
7.1  Objective and Applicability
The objective of this section is to provide procedures and cri-
teria for pipelines on un-even seabed.
A pipeline resting on the seabed exposed to compressive effec-
tive force may buckle globally. In case this deformation initially
takes place in the vertical plane or for combination of un-even
seabed and scenario I, e.g. for curves on un-even seabed. it is
defined to occur on “un-even seabed” and this section applicable.

7.2  Design Process
A pipeline on an un-even seabed has a more defined imperfec-
tion, in the vertical plane, than a pipeline on an even seabed.
The global buckling assessment is therefore easier to predict
on an un-even seabed than for an even seabed but the FE-anal-
yses will be more complicated. 
A pipeline on un-even seabed has also a larger expansion capa-
bility than on a flat seabed. Hence, a pipeline that has been
designed for even seabed will be acceptable also on un-even
seabed without further evaluations from the global and local
buckling point of view given that the moment contribution
from the vertical plane due to the unevenness is negligible.
This also implies that the feed-in length to each buckle shall be
equal or less than for the even seabed, see Sec.7.4 Level 1.
Standard design checks with respect to spans and other limit
states have, however, to be carried out on the actual topogra-
phy. The design procedure in this section will allow further
optimization with respect to expansion capability.
The design procedure is intended for local buckling check of
the expansion buckle by means of the condition factor in line

with for even seabed. The condition factor calculated in this
section should not be combined with condition factor for une-
ven seabed for the buckled section. For other parts of the pipe-
line, normal ULS checks shall be applied (e.g. with γc = 1.07,
and trawling interference in compliance with DNV-RP-F111).
Hence, this Recommended Practice does not apply to integrity
check in free spans.
The design process will include three steps:

1) Global buckling assessment.
2) Pipe integrity check.
3) Mitigation measure check.

Step 1: Global buckling assessment
The objective of this step is to determine what buckling modes
will be relevant and how far this will proceed. A pipeline rest-
ing on uneven seabed may experience the following three glo-
bal configuration phases:

Phase 1: The free spans deflect and may get in touch with the
sea bottom. 

Phase 2: Uplift at crests

— Further expansion may lift off the pipe at a few crests in a
limited way: say, less than 50% of the pipe diameter for a
lifted length less than 50 diameters, being stable against
horizontal perturbations.

— Even further expansion may increase the upward displace-
ments at crests, (free span shoulders, of the most pro-
nounced undulations), bifurcate and turn down to seabed
developing lateral buckling in the seabed plane. 

Phase 3: Even further expansion will increase the bending of
the buckled pipeline.
An important practical task in the design is to limit the complex-
ity of the analyses which can be huge, by use of 2D, 2 ½ D or 3D
models when possible. Specific design checks may therefore be
required to prove the relevancy of the simplified models.
Step 2: Check of pipe integrity
The major resulting failure mode for global buckling in addi-
tion to fracture is the local buckling. The objective of this step
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S at initiation of 1st  buckle

S at initiation of 2nd buckle
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is, hence, to document that the local buckling of the pipe in the
different phases is maintained. In phase three, a similar
approach as for Scenario I is used with:

— a combined moment check for best estimate values based on
a γc, determined by a specified set of sensitivity analyses

— a strain capacity check, to be applied to all sensitivity analyses. 

If this check fails, mitigation measures have to be defined and
this step repeated until found acceptable.
Step 3: Check of mitigation measures
The objective of this step is to verify that the mitigation meas-
ures introduced in the global buckling assessment in order to
meet different criteria have sufficient reliability. 
If mitigation measures are included, the analyses used for the
load effect modelling of the global buckling assessment shall
represent the adopted mitigation measures. The design proce-
dure in Step 2 is then checked with the updated load effects.

7.3  Step 1: Global Buckling (Pre-Buckling) Assess-
ment
Documentation of global buckling assessment can be per-
formed either by simplified 2D analysis or by more complex
2½D or 3D analysis. 
In case of using simplified 2D analyses in the vertical plane,
the following check shall be performed.

where

SR is the effective axial force in the uplifted span section
Luplift is the length of the pipeline length lifted off at the free

span crests.
If Eq. (19) (pin-pin Euler buckling length) is fulfilled, the
uplifted section remains in the plane and the 2D analyses is
sufficient. If Eq. (20) (fixed-fixed Euler buckling length) is ful-
filled, the uplifted section will buckle laterally and 2D analyses
of even seabed or a more optimised design by 2½D or 3D shall
be performed. Eq. (20) is valid only if the section modulus is
the same in all directions, i.e. that yielding does not occur prior
to lateral buckling.
For an effective axial force in between Eq. (19) and (20) a 2½D
or 3D is required to document the global buckling behaviour.
If 2½D or 3D analyses are used, the above checks are not
required.
In case the analysed pipeline stretch is mainly free spanning,
the classical free-span design shall be performed in accordance
to the criteria given in DNV-OS-F101, DNV-RP-F105 and
DNV-RP-F111. If the pipe structural integrity is assured, the
analysis stops, otherwise traditional intervention works are
implemented.
In the other case i.e. pipe uplift at free span shoulders is rele-
vant for the analysed pipeline stretch, the advanced design pro-
cedure has to be followed. 

7.4  Step 2: Pipe Integrity Checks

7.4.1  General
The way to document the integrity in the post buckling condi-
tion is following the same principles as for even seabed.

Table 7-1 has grouped the different limit states corresponding
to the different phases:

— Phase 1 – Traditional design
This check is relevant for the free spanning section and pipe
sections in contact with the sea bottom not subjected to
uplift, lateral turn down and subsequent lateral buckling.

— Phase 2 – Uplifted pipe sections not buckling
This check is relevant for the uplifted pipe sections in case
the change of the buckling plane does not occur or is not
allowed. The check for plasticity prior to turning lateral is
to validate the Euler buckling formulation only and is not
required if a full 2½D or 3D model is used.

— Phase 3 – Laterally buckled pipe sections
This check is relevant for the pipe sections in contact with
the sea bottom subject to lateral buckling after uplift/lat-
eral turn down.

7.4.2  Phase 3: Lateral buckling
If the buckle turns lateral, a series of analyses have to be per-
formed in order to determine the partial safety factor γc reflect-
ing the uncertainty in load effects due to the inherent
variability of basis parameters.
The pipeline integrity check for local buckling is then satisfied if,
identical with for even seabed Sec.6, with γc as outlined in Sec.9:

— combined moment check for stress-strain curve based on
fy and fu, best estimate values of pipe-soil resistance, best
estimate (if relevant) trawl loads and determined γc

— strain criterion for worst case (of the analysed scenarios in
determination of γc).

are fulfilled.
Formally this implies that:

As for the flat sea bed scenario, the condition load factor may
be defined separating the different sources of uncertainties. By
following the same procedure as for the even seabed scenario,
but with more refined 2½D or 3D FE-models, it will lead to a
lot of heavy and time consuming analyses. Hence, three differ-
ent levels are distinguished in the calibration procedure for the
condition load factor, γC.
Level 1
The pipe integrity check is based on an analysis of the real pipe-
line on real seabed for best estimate pipe-soil properties and a
condition factor calculated for the pipeline on a flat seabed.
The condition factor and pitch length (i.e. length between each
buckle) is calculated for the actual pipeline but based on a flat
sea bed scenario. Note that for Level 1, the length between two
buckles for the uneven scenario must be equal or shorter than
the length used when calculated the condition factor and pitch
length for even seabed. 
A verification of the applicability of using the condition γC,Flat,
for the uneven sea bed scenario can be performed by carrying
out 2D FE analyses in the vertical plane (using the actual sea
bed topography) with Best estimate values of the relevant
parameters for both “flat” and uneven scenarios. For the une-
ven scenario, relevant mitigation measures should be included
in the analyses, while for the “flat” scenario, mitigations in all
free spans should be in included in the analyses. If the ratio of
the bending moment in the uplifted section calculated in the
“flat” and uneven sea bottom scenario, MF,Flat/MF,Uneven, is
comprised between ± 3% - 5%, the free span distribution adja-
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cent to the buckle does not affect significantly the development
of bending moment at the buckle and the load condition factor
and pitch (Lpitch) calculated for the flat seabed scenario may be
used. Otherwise, an optimization of the condition factor based
on Level 2 or Level 3 is recommended.
Level 2
The pipe integrity check is based on an analysis of the real pipe-
line on real seabed for best estimate pipe-soil properties and a
condition factor calculated for the pipeline on a flat seabed but
adjusted for the axial pipe-soil resistance sensitivity (XA).
Calculation of a new load condition factors for the uneven sea
bottom scenarios, γC, Uneven, Lat, are based on correcting the
load condition factor, γC,Flat, for the flat sea bottom, in order to
consider the effect of free span in the near buckling conditions
adjacent to the buckle. Note that for Level 2, the distance
between two buckles can be adjusted compared to the flat sea-
bed scenario. The calculated condition factor is in principle
only valid for the buckle location where it is calculated, i.e.
new updated expression for CoV(XA) for each buckle location
has to be calculated.
Two additional 3D FE analyses of the pipeline laid on the une-
ven sea bottom scenario, with relevant mitigation measures,
are required to calculate the effect of the free spans adjacent to
the buckle. These analyses are used to calculate a new coeffi-
cient of variation for the equivalent axial resistance factor
(CoV(XA)), as specified in Sec.9. The condition factor for une-
ven seabed, γC, Uneven, Lat, is found by replacing the expression
of CoV(XA), in the calculation of, γC,Flat.
Level 3

The pipe integrity check is based on both sensitivity analyses
(to determine γC) and pipe integrity analysis of the real pipeline
on the real seabed.
Calculation of a new load condition factor, γC, Uneven, Lat, per-
forming a fully 2½D or 3D FE analysis (considering and not
considering the real 3D roughness of the sea bottom). The cal-
culated condition factor is in principle only valid for the buckle
location where it is calculated, i.e. new condition factors has to
be calculated for each buckle location.
The effect of the soil resistance matrix and free spans are ana-
lysed using a 2½D or 3D FE models. Level 3 is recommended
in cases where the pipeline configuration in the lateral plane,
due to local built-in lateral curves or sea bottom roughness
transversal to the pipeline route, has to match with 3D uneven-
ness and pressure loads and thermal expansion are released by
a combination of pipeline uplift/turn-down/lateral buckling at
the crests of the most pronounced undulations and lateral buck-
ling developing at the built-in curves or along the transversal
down slope.
This means a γc larger than 0.80 (for γc above 1.0 see 6.4.4).
The formal design criterion then becomes identical with even
seabed, Eq. (15) and Eq. (16), applying the calculated γc for the
best estimate parameters. 
Phase 3 shall be checked for the most likely combination of
extreme loads. This means that it shall be performed for the
conditions given in Table 3-4 and also implies that two sets of
analyses may be required for pipelines exposed to the mid-
range frequency of trawling (1-10-4).

7.5  Step 3: Mitigation Measure Checks
The same mitigation measure checks as in 6.5 apply to un-even
seabed, see also Appendix A. For check of robustness it is in
particular important to check the sensitivity to neighbouring
vertical imperfections due to configuration uncertainty. 

8.  III - Buried pipeline
8.1  Objective and Applicability
The objective of this section is to provide procedures and criteria
for upheaval buckling design and required overburden. It applies
to pipelines that are buried in order to avoid global buckling.
A buried pipeline exposed to compressive effective axial forces
may get unstable and move vertically out of the seabed if the

cover has insufficient resistance. An out-of-straightness configu-
ration will result in forces acting on the cover, perpendicular to
the pipeline. In case these vertical forces exceed the cover resist-
ance the pipeline will buckle upwards. This may be acceptable if
the pipe integrity can be documented in the post-buckled condi-
tion. In this recommended Practice, no guidance on pipe integrity
check in the post-buckled condition is provided and upheaval
buckling is therefore considered as an ULS failure. In the follow-
ing a design procedure is given ensuring that the pipeline remains
in place with for given probability of failure.
In this Recommended Practice, buried pipelines are therefore
designed to remain in place. 
Since seismic design causes dynamic excitation (lateral and
vertical) and since most upheaval buckling mitigations are by
gravitational rather than mechanical restraint type, it should be
considered whether the design methodology is sufficient or a

Table 7-1  Required and Normally most governing pipe integrity checks 
Pressure 
Cont.1) Local buckling Axial2) Ratche-ting2) Fatigue1) Fracture Trawl 

interf. Free span

Load 
Controlled

Displacement 
Controlled

Phase DNV-
OS-F101

DNV-
OS-F101

DNV-
OS-F101 Eq. (65) DNV-

OS-F101
DNV-

OS-F101
DNV-

OS-F101
DNV-

RP-F111
DNV-

RP-F105
1 No Uplift X X1) X1)- X X X X X X
2 Uplift
No lateral t.d. X X2) - X X                       X X X X
Prior to lateral t.d. - X3) - - - - - - -
3 Lateral buckling X γc

4) All5) X X X X X
t.d. turn down

1) Depending on scenario.
2) Normal design applies, i.e. with γc = 1.07.
3) The pipe shall not have yielded prior to turning lateral, i.e. σeq < fy. if the Euler buckling check in Eq. (19) or (20) are applied. Else, full 2½D or 3D 

analyses are required.
4) > 0.80, see Eq. (15) and Sec.9.
5) See. Sec.7.4, Eq. (16).

In addition to the above limit states, Pipeline walking has to be considered, Sec.6.4.5.
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separate dynamic (or quasi static) analyses is required. There
is also the related question whether soil or gravel is susceptible
to liquefaction.

8.2  Design Process
The upheaval buckling design is normally performed at two
stages:

1) Pre-installed design phase.
2) As-installed design phase.

Each of these phases is based on the same criteria but with
assumed or measured configuration. When the configuration
has been determined, it is common practice to calculate a ten-
tative overburden before applying complex analyses. 
The resulting soil cover shall be based upon maximum cover
coming from two criteria:

— specific cover requirement
— minimum cover requirement.

Analyses of the measured pipeline configuration will give nec-
essary uplift resistance. This specific cover resistance will then
vary along the pipeline depending on the pipeline configura-
tion (curvature), pressure and temperature. For sand and rock,
this specific cover resistance will normally be referred to as the
Specific cover height Hspec.
For upheaval buckling, the downward stiffness may also be
important. When the uplift resistance reaches a certain magni-
tude, the downward deformation will increase. This will imply
that the curvature of the uplift section will get increased curvature
and eventually penetrate the cover and cause an upward failure.
This implies that for higher uplift resistance the result will be
more dependent on the downward stiffness while for lower
uplift resistance the characteristic failure temperature will be
given by the lower bound uplift resistance with the partial
safety factor γUR.
Survey methods commonly used to determine the configura-

tion of pipelines includes certain uncertainties. A minimum
cover resistance shall therefore be determined by analyses of a
supposed out-of-straightness configuration not detected by the
configuration survey. This out of straightness configuration
shall be taken as a prop shape configuration with the height of
the prop-shape (δ) equal to the standard deviation of the con-
figuration survey accuracy. For sand and rock, this minimum
cover resistance will normally be referred to as the Minimum
cover height Hmin.
In accordance with the above, the design process criteria are
organised in the following steps:

1) specific cover design

— initial configuration
— soil resistance modelling
— upheaval buckling design criterion.

2) minimum cover design
3) specification of cover
4) pipe integrity check.

8.3  Step 1: Specific Cover Design

8.3.1  Initial configuration
The initial configuration in the as trenching/as laid condition
shall be determined from the survey data as described in
5.4.2.2. The advantage of several surveys are described in
Sec.8.5.2.

8.3.2  Soil Resistance modelling
A tentative soil cover may be determined in some way. This
soil cover shall then be verified with the procedures as shown
in this section.
The soil characteristics of the analysed cover shall be deter-
mined and modelled in line with Sec.4. In the FE model, this
lower bound response curve shall be reduced with the safety
factor γUR in Eqs. (21) and (22) as illustrated in Figure 8-1.

Figure 8-1
Interpretation of resistance factors, γUR in the pipe soil capacity second analyses of profile 
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γUR safety factor related to the vertical upward soil resistance

Where σconfiguration is the standard deviation for the survey
accuracy of the pipeline configuration, given in meters. σcon-
figuration shall not be taken less than 0.025m. 
The pipe-soil interaction model shall be applied on the config-
uration as described in Sec.5.4.3.3.
Close to the end, the build up of axial force requires special
attention, see 5.2.3.

8.3.3  Design criterion

8.3.3.1  Principle
The design philosophy is outlined as follows, see Figure 8-2.

— The uplift resistance in the load response model is repre-
sented by a lower bound characteristic value (From
expected (E(R)) to lower bound (Rc))

— This uplift resistance is reduced by the safety factor γUR.
This safety factor is again dependent on the configuration
survey accuracy. The resulting uplift resistance curve is
shown in Figure 8-1.

— A downward soil stiffness equal to a best estimate is
applied (KBE).

— All loads are applied in the model and the temperature is
increased until failure occurs at T(KBE) in the soil, Eq. (23).

— A corresponding failure temperature is calculated for a
lower bound downward stiffness (KLB), resulting in a tem-
perature T(KLB), Eq. (24).

— If T(KLB) is close to T(KBE), this implies that the pipeline
will fail upwards. Failure upwards implies that it is limited
by the cover uplift resistance and that it is located on the
dashed line in Figure 8-2.

— If T(KLB) is different from T(KBE), this implies that the
initial soil failure is downward eventually causing the
pipeline upward penetration. Initial failure downwards
implies that it is limited by the downward stiffness and that
it is located on the solid, more horizontal lines in
Figure 8-2.

— Calculate the design resistance equivalent failure temper-
ature, TRd,, Eq. (25). Failure definition is given in 5.4.1.

— Calculate the design load equivalent temperature, TSd,
giving axial effective load factor of γUF, Eq. (26).

— Verify that the design load equivalent temperature is less
than the design resistance equivalent failure temperature,
Eq. (27), with the corresponding safety factors, Eq. (28).

Figure 8-2
Illustration of the design principles in 2nd analyses

where:

If the analyses fail to fulfil the criterion, the cover must be
modified or the configuration changed (re-trenched) and the
analyses re-performed.

8.3.3.2  Loads
Upheaval buckling failure given in this report is defined as an
ultimate limit state (ULS) and extreme functional loads and
associated other shall therefore be used. A conservative tem-
perature profile shall be used.
The safety is ensured by a load effect factor on the effective
axial load, γUF. In order to include the effective axial load con-
tribution from the pressure, this is done by use of the design
load equivalent temperature, TSd.

8.3.3.3  Simplified criterion in case downward stiffness is high
If lower bound downward soil stiffness is significantly higher
than the upward initial stiffness the TRd can be simplified and
determined as:

In case the above does not apply, TRd can be estimated based
upon the following simplified procedure. 

8.3.3.4  Applied to a configuration
The determination of TRd should in theory be applied, and
vary, along the whole pipeline. The following simplified
approach is recommended to avoid this.
For a range of prop shape configurations the required soil
resistance/soil cover height (including safety factors) shall be
estimated based upon the best estimate downward stiffness,
kBE.i.e. such that:

The height of the imperfections shall represent the out-of-
straightness in the pipeline. A minimum of three different prop
shape heights must be considered.
Based upon the soil resistance/cover height found above, the
failure temperature T(KBE) shall be estimated with the lower
bound downward soil stiffness kLB. (including safety factors). 
For each prop shape, the ratio between the temperatures at fail-
ure for best estimate and lower bound downward stiffness shall

Non-cohesive soil 
(“Sand and Rock”) (21)

Cohesive soil 
(“Clay”) (22)
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be calculated:

Where i indicates prop imperfection no i.
If the deviation between temperature at failure for the best esti-
mated and lower bound downward stiffness is within 5%, i.e.
max(ri) < 1.05 mean (ri) the FE analyses on the actual seabed
profile may be analysed using the best estimate downward soil
stiffness. If the deviation exceeds 5% modification in the
safety factor shall be applied according to Eq. (32), where
γUF,OLD is given in Eq. (28).

TRd in the formula above is calculated according to Eq. (25)
using T(kBE) and T(kLB) from the case with highest ri.

8.4  Step 2: Minimum Cover Design
Minimum soil uplift resistance/cover height Hmin shall be
determined for a prop shape configuration. The prop shape is
the configuration for a pipe resting on an imperfection.
A prop shape can be determined and analysed using a FE-
model of the pipeline lowering the pipeline on one single con-
tact point with a distance δf above the “sea bed”. The height of
the prop shape shall be taken as. 

Where σconfiguration is one standard deviation of the configura-
tion survey accuracy 
The minimum cover design follows the same principles as for
the specific cover design but with σconfiguration equal to zero in
Eq. (21) and (22).

8.5  Step 3: Specification of Cover

8.5.1  General
The determined cover height, H, (for sand and rock) or soil
resistance, R, (for clay), as determined in Sec.8.3 and 8.4 gives
the following required cover:

This implies that additional margin may be added to account for
uncertainties when documenting this height during construction.
For no-cohesive soils, this will normally imply that the meas-
ured height will be 

where σcover is the standard deviation on the measurement
accuracy related to survey measuring the cover height. 
This also applies for cohesive soil when this is complemented
by additional sand/rock dump.
Further, for cohesive soil, the required time to consolidate the
soil resistance shall be determined.

8.5.2  Two or more independent surveys
A survey will be associated with errors and inaccuracies
depending on the survey tool, environmental conditions, and
obstacles on seabed among others. The present Recommended
Practice assumes that a single survey represents the average
profile with a upper and lower bound represented by a factor
on the survey accuracy. This is a pragmatic approach to avoid
artificial modification to the measured profile such a
smoothening or definition of local imperfections.
In case of more than one independent surveys are performed an
increased confidence in the estimated cover height is obtained.
Each survey of the pipeline configuration can be seen upon as an
average survey. Required specific cover, H1(Kp) and H2(Kp) to
Hn(Kp) can be estimated for each of the surveys, but now calcu-
lated with reduced safety factors. Each of these cover heights
shall independently be verified according to Sec.8.3.
The general soil resistance/cover height based upon n surveys
can now be taken as the average of the different surveys,

When calculating the average required cover height, engineer-
ing judgement has to be taken into account. E. g. maximum
required soil resistance may not be at the exact same locations
on two surveys.
The safety factors will for a combination of n independent sur-
veys become:

The same TRd applies for all n surveys of the pipeline. 
The minimum soil resistance/cover height can be calculated
for an imperfection of:

The final cover resistance/cover height for n surveys shall be
taken as the maximum of the specific and the minimum cover
height.

8.6  Step 4: Pipe Integrity Check
Table 8-1 shows the normally governing pipe integrity checks
for a buried pipe.

(31)

(32)

δf  = σconfiguration – not to be taken less than 0.025m (33)
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In addition to the above limit states, Pipeline walking has to be
considered, see Sec.6.4.5.

9.  Condition Load Effect Factor For 
Exposed Pipelines
9.1  Basic Principles
This section includes calculation procedures to calculate the
condition safety factor, γc for pipelines that buckles. The pro-
cedures apply to scenarios for even seabed, un-even seabed,
with and without trawl. Depending on the scenario one or more
of the parameters may be zero. 
The condition factor, γc, is based on the prevailing uncertainty
in the response bending moment given by: 

Note that a γc less than unity calculated in this section shall not be
applied to the effective axial load in this Recommended Practice.
CoV(XF(p,T,Fc)) is the Coefficient of Variation of the resulting
bending moment in the buckle based on characteristic pres-
sure(p), temperature(T) and trawl load (FT) stated in the crite-
rion. The uncertainty in the bending moment response from the
global FE-analyses is assumed to arise from:

— uncertainty in the axial soil resistance, XA
— uncertainty in the lateral soil resistance, XL
— uncertainty in the applied stress-strain curve, XB
— uncertainty in the applied trawl load, XC (for annual trawl

frequency larger than 10-4 only).

The uncertainty in the bending moment response may be esti-
mated from:

The terms CoV(XA), CoV(XL), CoV(XB) and CoV(XC) reflects
the impact on the resulting bending moment response uncer-
tainty from the uncertainty in the soil parameters, choice of
stress-strain curve and uncertainty in the applied trawl pull-
over load respectively. The calculation of the condition factor
will then also represent the degree of displacement control that
the pipeline experience.
In addition, a model uncertainty may be present. CoV(XF) is
not to be taken less than 5%. This is accounted for by the lower
bound value 0.80. 

9.2  Calculation of Cov(Xa) Axial Soil Resistance
The required set of non-linear FE-analyse used to establish
CoV(XA) in the expression for the condition factor γc is indi-
cated in Figure 9-1. This corresponds to the soil matrix in
Eq. (46). The triggering mechanism shall be established

assuming an imperfection triggering the highest capacity com-
binations of lateral resistance. The moment responses M1->M2
and MBE shall be taken at the final equilibrium state.

Figure 9-1
Required soil property combinations to be assessed for pipelines
likely to buckle globally

The moment responses corresponding to soil matrix becomes:

Where again indices UB and LB indicate upper and lower
bound resistance and fy indicate analyses with a stress-strain
curve defined from specified minimum values fy and fu. 
The resulting uncertainty contribution from the uncertainty in
the soil models become:

Where nA accounts for the distance between upper and lower
bound values in terms of number of standard deviations, i.e.:

If the Upper and Lower bound values are specified as mean
value +/- 2 standard deviation (in accordance with normal
interpretation), nA = 4 applies. 
Note that soil resistance coefficients with upper indices LB,
BE, UB represents the complete soil (force-deformation)
model rather than a single value. The main objective is to
define the deviation of the lower and upper bound models from
the best estimate model in terms of standard deviations. 

Table 8-1  Required and Normally most governing pipe integrity check
Pressure 

Cont. Local buckling Axial Ratcheting Fatigue Trawl interf. Free span

Load 
Controlled

Displacement 
Controlled

Reference DNV-
OS-F101

DNV-
OS-F101

DNV-
OS-F101

Eq. (65) DNV-
OS-F101

DNV-
OS-F101

DNV-
RP-F111

DNV-
RP-F105

Buried pipe X X X X X - -
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9.3  Calculation of CoV(XL) Lateral Soil Friction
The required set of non-linear FE-analyse used to establish
CoV(XL) in the expression for the condition factor γc is indi-
cated in Figure 9-1. This corresponds to the soil matrix in
Eq. (49). The moment responses M3->M4 and MBE shall be
taken at the final equilibrium state.
The moment responses corresponding to soil matrix becomes:

Where again indices UB and LB indicate upper and lower
bound value and fy indicate analyses with a stress-strain curve
defined from specified minimum values fy and fu. A total of 2
additional FE-analyses is required.
The resulting uncertainty contribution from the uncertainty in
the soil models become:

Where nL accounts for the distance between upper and lower
bound values in terms of number of standard deviations, i.e.:

9.4  Calculation of COV(XB) Stress-Strain
Uncertainties in the load effect calculations CoV(XB), which
are related to the resulting moment-strain curve from geometry
and material properties are assessed from the bases case and
one additional response (FE) analyses M5.

Where σy indicates analyses with stress-strain curve defined
from mean values of yield and ultimate stress. CoV(XB) is
given as follows:

Where ny is the number of standard deviation between the mean
yield strength and minimum specified yield strength, typically 2. 
λ is the ratio between the moment capacity using σy corre-
sponding to M5 and moment capacity using fy corresponding
to MBE. This ensures consistency between global response
analyses and capacity. λ is given by:

The ratio qh is the normalised pressure utilisation and αc is the
strain hardening factor defined in DNV-OS-F101. qh and αc
are related to fy.
CoV(XB) = 5% may be used as maximum value.

9.5  Calculation of CoV(Xc) Trawl Pull-Over
In case the buckled section is likely to be exposed to trawl pull-
over loads, the uncertainty from the trawl must be accounted
for by performing 2 additional analyses:

Where UB and LB indicate upper and lower bound value for
the trawl load applied in the apex of the buckled section repre-
sented by MBE. 
The moment responses M6 and M7 shall be taken as the tran-
sient (if largest) maximum values. This is normally a conserv-
ative approach. 
The resulting uncertainty becomes:

Where nF accounts for the distance between upper and lower
bound values in terms of number of standard deviations, i.e.

The trawl load is defined in Sec.3. nF is typically to be taken
between 2 and 4.

Note:
The intention of the trawl sensitivity study is to include this effect
on the overall uncertainty on the resulting moment. Since the glo-
bal buckling moment is mostly displacement controlled, the load
controlled trawl moment will not be “added “but to a large extent
“replacing” the functional moment form global buckling. If the
contribution from the trawl is dominating the uncertainty, special
evaluations are required in order to determine a higher γc then
resulting from the above procedure.

---e-n-d---of---N-o-t-e---
 

9.6  Calculation of COV for Parameters with Large 
Variation and Non-symmetric Upper and Lower 
Bound 
It is assumed that the resulting bending moment response can
be described by a linear Taylor expansion as follows:

Where xi denote the basic parameters (axial and lateral soil
friction, stress-strain curve, trawl load). a0 is a constant and ai
is a Taylor expansion coefficient around the mean values/base
case value for the parameter:
The standard deviation for M, σM becomes

Where ρij is the coefficient of correlation between parameter i
and parameter ϕ and σx,i is the standard deviation of parameter

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(Based on 
DNV-OS-F101:2000)

(54)

(Based on 
DNV-OS-F101:2007)
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xi. For independent basic parameters (ρij = 1) the Coefficient
of Variation becomes:

The expansion coefficient ai shall be established from param-
eters studies around the mean value/base case value. The rec-
ommended procedure is to establish ai based on a 3 point
polynomial approximation to M(xi). Using bending moment
point values (M1, xi,1) and (M2, xi,2) symmetric around the
mean value (MBC, xi,bc) the explicit expressions below appear.

If the bending moment relationship M(xi) is known to be linear
CoV(XF) may be established by only 2 point. In that case 

10.  Pipe Integrity checks
10.1  General
This Recommended Practice is based on risk principles and
limit state methodology in compliance with DNV-OS-F101.
An overview of the required different design criteria are given
in the pipe integrity check section for each scenario.

10.2  Design Criteria Format
The load and resistance factor design format in this RP com-
plies with the format adopted in DNV-OS-F101 with the
exception of the characteristic pressure in the local buckling
check. The format is, however, given here in the order to ease
the use of this RP. 
The adopted load and resistance factor format consist of a
design load effect term, LSd, and a design resistance effect
term, RRd. In general, the different limit states have the general
format in Eq. (63)

Both the design load effects as well as the design resistance are
built of characteristic values and partial safety factors. These
will be described in the following sub-sections followed by the
specific limit state criteria.
The design load effect shall be calculated based on a combination
of characteristic loads and load effect factors in line with Eq. (64). 

Note:
The trawl interference load effect, LI has been specified sepa-
rately but with the same load effect factors and condition factors
as for functional loads. This is in slight deviation from DNV-OS-
F101:2000, where the trawl load effect was defined as an envi-
ronmental load. 

---e-n-d---of---N-o-t-e---
 

10.3  Pipe integrity Limit State Criteria

10.3.1  Axial loading limit state
The compressive axial limit state may be governing in partic-
ular for design for buried pipes. They shall fulfil the following
criterion:

Where:

γAxial = 3.5
n = steel hardening in Ramberg-Osgood description

below

Where the capacity is taken from ref. /9/.

10.3.2  Displacement controlled condition combined with 
internal over pressure
This is in accordance with DNV-OS-F101:2007.
Note that in DNV-OS-F101:2000 the benefit of internal pres-
sure is only allowed if this is the minimum pressure that can be
maintained during operation. This is corrected in 2007 version.

11.  Documentation for operation
A pipeline that is expected to move has particular challenges
with respect to interpretation of survey and inspection results.
The documentation shall be as per standard practice but with
particular focus on the following:

— alignment sheet showing
— diameter
— thickness
— coating and coating properties
— free-spans
— as function of the KP (kilometerpost)
— submerged weight
— friction models applied including expected penetration
— temperature profile, both design and operating
— pressure and pressure profile
— design solution (how the buckling is expected to be trig-

gered)
— intervention
— as built profiles and cover
— the documentation shall be given in such format that it can

be used to 
— update inspection planning
— evaluate inspection results.
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APPENDIX A 
MITIGATION MEASURES FOR EXPOSED PIPELINES

A.1  General
If, the response from the applied loads exceeds the pipe cross-
section capacity, mitigation measures have to be introduced.
Potential localisation is related to inhomogenities in the pipe-
line as-laid configuration (initial curvature), pipe-soil interacF-
tion (friction factors) and temperature profile. Localisation
leads to longer feed-in length to the largest buckles, and
thereby increased potential for local buckling and fracture.
In this RP, the following mitigation measures have been con-
sidered:

— prevent development of buckling
— increase soil restraint
— reduction in driving force
— radical change in pipeline structure
— mitigate the development of additional bending
— intermittent rock dumping
— snaked laying, and 
— pre-bend sections.

The selection of mitigation measure depends on the actual con-
figuration achieved by the pipeline on the sea bottom, bending
capacity of the pipe section and nature of soil-pipe interaction
on the three directions (axial, vertical and lateral).

A.2  Prevent development of buckling

A.2.1 Increase soil restraint
The simplest and most straightforward way of stabilising a
pipeline against snaking buckling is to bury it with sufficient
cover material. This option is often difficult and expensive,
and several alternative design strategies have been examined,
ref. Guijt (1990).
Another alternative is to increase the submerged weight of the
pipeline. It is not usually practicable to resolve the problem by
an increase in submerged weight, because a substantial weight
will normally be required. 

A.2.2 Reduction of the driving force
The first and most obvious method is to reduce the design
operating temperature and pressure. A reduction in operating
temperature is generally impracticable, but could be accom-
plished by adding a heat exchanger to the system. Reducing the
wall thickness of the line will have a similar effect. This
reduces the temperature component of the effective axial force,
which is proportional to the wall thickness (and is usually the
largest component), and leaves the pressure component almost
unchanged. A reduction in wall thickness can be achieved by
increasing the grade of steel.
A second method in the first group is to increase the lay ten-
sion. Residual lay tension balances part of the compressive
force induced by operation, and therefore reduces the resultant
force. A difficulty is that the residual tension cannot be meas-
ured directly, but must be calculated from the lay conditions
and its continued presence in the line depends on there being
no lateral movements by lateral deflection, so entrapping a
residual tension in the pipeline.
A third alternative is to preheat the line, and to allow it to move
and relax compressive forces induced, ref. Craig (1990).

A.2.3 Radical change in the pipeline structure
One alternative is to replace one or more single lines by a
closed bundle supported on spacers in a carrier, ref. Palmer
(1974), or equivalently by a pipe-in-pipe system in which the
internal flow line is supported in an outer pipe. The internal

lines in the bundle might develop axial compressive forces in
operation, but those forces can be balanced by tensile forces in
the outer carrier, through end bulkheads and possibly interme-
diate bulkheads. The internal lines may bow laterally between
the spacers, but the movements are controlled (higher system
stiffness and lower feed-in) and the bending stresses may
remain at an acceptable level. This effect can be further
enhanced by making the internal bundle helical, ref. Duxbury
(1989): this geometry increases the reduction in axial compres-
sive force that accompanies outward movements of the inter-
nal lines. 
A second radical alternative is to use flexible pipes. Flexible
are subject to upheaval buckling, refs. Putot (1989) and (1990),
primarily because of the pressure effect. The tendency to
buckle in service can be reduced by laying or trenching under
internal pressure, or by modifying the internal structure away
from a “balanced” design, so as to produce a pipe that tends to
contract axially when loaded by internal pressure.

A.3  Mitigate the development of unacceptable bend-
ing

A.3.1 Sharing of expansion into adjacent buckles
Stabilisation with intermittent rock dumping can be carried out
with the following premises:

— to counteract up-lift at most pronounced of seabed crests
undulations

— to increase the resistance to axial feed-in into sections sub-
ject to snaking.

In the first case, crushed rock is dumped on critical overbends.
See Eq. (A.3). To identify these overbends confidently is a
demanding survey task in deep water, or when the critical
imperfection amplitude is small.
A method to improve cover efficiency is to place a geotextile
or concrete mattress over the pipe before the rock is placed.
However, the use of a geotextile in a subsea environment will
require a comprehensive investigation of its long term stability
against creep and structural deterioration.
In the second case the rock can be dumped in intermittent
heaps, with the aim to increase the restraint to axial movements
in order to reduce the feed-in into isolated buckles that may be
triggered by imperfections or trawl gear interaction.

A.3.2 Snaked laying
Besides the mentioned mitigation measures a new laying pro-
cedure has been developed involving pre-snaking the pipe
allowing it to expand on the seabed thus mitigating the occur-
rence of high compressive axial forces and hence the problems
associated with buckling.
The possibility to relax the compressive axial force through a
regular and controlled initiation of several buckles to prevent
the development of excessive bending as a consequence of a
localised lateral deflection has been investigated in different
contexts. The common factor is that the pipeline should be
installed with a number of predefined curves/imperfections
(snaked laying) along the route in order to activate several
buckles in a controlled way.
The pipeline as-laid configuration may be generated by:

— alternate lateral movements of the barge during laying, or
— pre-bent pipe sections.

Each imperfection can be represented by a short curve between
two straight sections. The minimum achievable radius of the
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curved section depends on the pipe characteristics, residual lay
pull and soil lateral capacity stabilising the curve.
The wavelength of the as-laid configuration is determined as a
function of the allowable bending moment in the buckled sec-
tion. The global buckling load is determined by the initial pipe
curvature and lateral soil resistance force. The expected laying
induced imperfections are such that localisation phenomena
should be avoided especially when short pitch is expected. The
lower the curve radius, the higher is the confidence that the
buckle will initiate at each curve as desired and that the laying
tolerance will not give rise to localisation. The objective of
mitigation is to avoid localisation of buckles.
In a way the final result will resemble that of regularly spaced
horizontal curves, except for the activation mechanism. The
mechanism includes a first stage of vertical up-lift over the
obstacle, hence turn over to snaking in the seabed plane. 
The solution, when feasible, is a promising alternative to tradi-
tional mitigation measures (trenching, gravel dumping) where
the intention is to activate a regular snaking of the pipeline
according to a series of half-waves resulting in an infinite
buckling mode in order to reduce the maximum bending
moment in the buckled sections. According to this philosophy,
each buckle should behave as a wide expansion loop involving
a uniform, but limited, lateral deflection. In this way, the initial
buckling load is released due to pipeline axial expansion into
the loop involving a limited bending effect. However, the real
deformation mode of the pipeline can be different from the one
previously described as the expansion will tend to localise in
one or more generated imperfection. This is a consequence of:

a) Wide arc length of the generated imperfection, conse-
quence of the maximum curvature achievable during lay-
ing and required wave lengths to avoid localisation. The
arc segment is in general several times larger than the
buckling lengths corresponding to a localised buckling
mode.

b) Variable profile of the pipe curvature, introduces a non-
uniform distribution of the destabilising force along the
arc length proportional to the available buckling load and
pipe curvature.

c) Inhomogeneties in the as-laid configuration since real
pipeline initial configuration may differ from the one
assumed in the analytical model.

d) Inhomogenities in soil pipe interaction, especially as
regard the soil lateral capacity to counteract the destabilis-
ing forces.

These items have to be taken into account in the design.

A.3.3 Single/Multiple buckle
At the design stage, it is difficult to anticipate whether lateral
deflection would develop either as isolated buckles, the third
or fourth modes described by Hobbs (1984), or as a sequence
of interfering buckles each absorbing a distributed expansion
(i.e. Hobbs’ infinite mode). In particular, localisation of lateral
deflection might take place, in the presence of large imperfec-
tions. Friedman (1989) and Putot (1989) emphasised this
aspect for bar-buckling of hot pipelines and confirmed, both
experimentally and practically, the transition from a pseudo-
periodic mode of deformation (such as Hobbs’ infinite mode)
to a localised buckling pattern. On this basis, it is expected that
bar buckling may occur localised, probably triggered by a par-

ticularly significant geometric imperfection. 
However, one way of controlling the development of excessive
bending moment is to share the feed-in between two or several
buckles artificially generated during pipe lay along the route.
The possibility to relax the compressive axial force through a
regular and controlled initiation of several buckles at specific
locations is a promising alternative to traditional mitigation
measures (trenching, gravel dumping, etc.). However, it
should be documented that sharing of feed-in will occur and
that localization is a remote hazard.
The potential localization between two adjacent imperfections
is a function of the mobilization loads of the two involved half
waves and of the axial restraint provided by soil-pipe frictional
forces between the two imperfections. See Eq. (A.2). 
When the applied axial force in the pipeline reach the mobili-
zation load (i.e. the axial load buckling capacity) for the most
susceptible of the adjacent imperfections (the one with the
maximum curvature and/or weaker lateral restraint and/or
highest temperature), this starts to deflect laterally releasing
the initial compression. As a result of the release of axial com-
pression force, the two straight pipe sections positioned at the
buckle shoulders start to feed-in to the buckled section. The
anchoring length La of the sliding section is a function of the
initial buckling force and frictional capacity:

When the pitch between the two imperfections is shorter than
the required anchoring length and the other buckle is still sta-
ble, the sliding section involves this second buckle. At this
point, the buckle with the larger mobilization load will not be
triggered as its axial compressive force is limited by the expan-
sion/deflection of the mobilized buckle. See Eq. (A.2). 
One way of controlling the feed-in into a buckle is to share the
feed-in between two or several buckles. To assume feed-in into
one buckle is conservative and is normally the primary choice.
If the feed-in is divided between several buckles, it should be
documented that sharing of feed-in will occur.
When the applied axial force in the pipeline reach the mobili-
sation load (i.e. the axial load buckling capacity) for the most
susceptible of the adjacent imperfections (the one with the
maximum curvature and/or weaker lateral restraint and/or
highest temperature), this starts to deflect laterally releasing
the initial compression. As a result of the release of axial com-
pression force, the pipe starts to feed-in to the buckled section.
At the axial sliding section between the adjacent imperfec-
tions/curvatures, the axial force is build up due to the axial soil
resistance.
In order to initiate buckling/lateral snaking at the adjacent
imperfection(s), the build up of axial compression between the
first buckled section and the adjacent imperfection(s) must be
larger than the buckling mobilisation load at the adjacent
imperfection(s). If build up of axial compression force is insuf-
ficient, i.e. due to too short distance between two imperfec-
tions and/or too low axial soil resistance force, the next buckle
will not be triggered as its axial compressive force is limited by
the expansion/deflection of the mobilised buckle. Hence,
localisation will occur.
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Figure A-1  
Buckling load for adjacent buckles

Figure A-2  
Anchoring length for adjacent buckles

A.3.4 Prevention of unwanted uplift of pipeline 
A pipeline on uneven seabed will tend to raise and lift off a
crest in case a given combination of axial force and feed-in is
present. This uplift can be a trigging mechanism for global
buckling as described in chapter 7, but there may be several
reasons why it is not acceptable or unwanted with upward
movement of the pipe:

— restrains on the pipeline as end termination or in-line
flanges are normally not designed for vertical or lateral
movements 

— unwanted interaction with other installations close to the
pipeline

— uplift from pipe supports.
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Figure A-3  
Uplift restraints at crests

In the FE model used the uplift restrains shall be modelled with
the appropriate force/displacement relation. Uplift forces on
the restraints Fr shall be estimated for the worst combination
of functional loads. The pipeline / soil interaction for lateral
and axial resistance can be taken as best estimates. 
The restrains preventing the uplift shall be designed according
the following principal equation:

Rr uplift resistance
Fr uplift force
γ safety factor.
A rock berm on top of the pipeline is the common mitigation
measure to prevent uplift of a pipeline. The resistance in a rock
berm can be estimated according to equations in Chapter 5.
The safety factor shall be taken as γ = 2.0.
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APPENDIX B 
SOIL RESISTANCE FOR BURIED PIPELINES

B.1  General

B.1.1 Pipe-soil interaction
This appendix gives recommendations regarding the uplift
resistance modelling for buried pipeline as well as for the asso-
ciated uncertainties for buried pipelines. The uncertainty in the
resistance is significant and must be considered in a design.
Description of soil models for both cohesive (clay) and cohe-
sionless (sand and rock) soil are given. 
The condition of the soil surrounding the pipe is the single
most important aspect. This will to some extent be influenced
by the trenching method. Secondly, the clearance depth to
intact soil conditions below the pipe in the trench will add to
the uncertainties in respect to the downward stiffness. A calcu-
lation model where this is included is discussed. 
Effects from additional gravel are also discussed in the appen-
dix, as commonly being introduced to increase the vertical
resistance. 
Special design issues like pipeline flotation and soil liquefac-
tion is not addressed in this appendix. 

B.1.2 Soil investigation
Unexpected and poorly defined ground conditions are gener-

ally the most commonly re-occurring causes of construction
project delays and cost escalations. In many cases marine pipe-
line projects, including buried pipelines, will be particularly
exposed to such risks due to their reliance on satisfactory sea-
floor and subsurface soil properties for trouble free installation
and operation.
Reference /7/ give specific recommendations with respect to
the a suitable programs for geotechnical investigations for
marine pipelines. The information needed from the investiga-
tion will largely depend on the occurring soil conditions and
specific pipeline challenges as they are revealed during devel-
opment of the project. It may therefore be preferred to carry out
the investigation in progressive stages. 
The soil investigation program needs to consider both the
intact soil conditions and the soil conditions following a
trenching operation. The latter may require the construction of
a certain length of dummy trench as part of a soil investigation.

B.2  Definitions
The definition of terms following is intended to serve as a
quick reference for the relationships and formulae given in this
document. More details about the respective terms are found in
the relevant sections of the main text following immediately
after this section.

Local soil failure Failure mode characterised by soil material displacement around the pipe without 
noticeable soil heave at the surface 

Global soil failure Failure mode characterised by soil material displacement upwards leading to notice-
able soil heave at the surface. This failure mode is also described as shallow wedge 
failure.

D Pipe Diameter Total outer diameter of the pipeline including coating. 
R Uplift resistance The uplift resistance provided by soil (the submerged weight of the pipe is not 

included). 
R1 Uplift resistance within layer 1 The uplift resistance provided by the backfill material surrounding the pipe. (Nota-

tion used when required to separate the uplift resistance contributions from the indi-
vidual layers in a two-layer system.)

R2 Uplift resistance within layer 2 The uplift resistance in a second layer. (Notation used when required to separate the 
uplift resistance contributions from the individual layers in a two-layer system.)

RV Downward resistance The downward resistance. 
RV,intact Downward resistance The downward resistance associated with penetration in intact material. 
RV,trench Downward resistance The downward resistance associated with penetration within trench material.
z0 Depth of disturbed zone Depth below pipe to undisturbed (intact) material.
H Cover height The total height of cover material measured from top of pipe. 
H1 Height of backfill material 

(layer one)
The height of a natural backfill material measured from top of pipe. (Notation only 
used when required to separate the uplift resistance in a two-layer system.)

H2 Height of additional backfill 
material (layer two)

The height of additional backfill material measured as total cover height (H) less the 
initial height of the natural backfill material (H1).

δf Failure displacement The displacement required to mobilise the uplift resistance
β Fraction of failure displace-

ment df; parameter in load-
resistance curve

β ⋅ δf is the displacement value of the knee between the first and second linear curve 
of the trilinear load-displacement curve for uplift resistance. 

α Fraction of uplift capacity R; 
parameter in load-resistance 
curve

α ⋅ R is the mobilized uplift resistance at the knee between the first and second linear 
curve of the trilinear load-displacement curve for uplift resistance, i.e. α ⋅ R is the 
resistance value which is mobilized at a displacement equal to β ⋅ δf.

su Intact strength The intact (static) undrained shear strength, which is the best measure of the in situ 
undisturbed (intact) soil strength. For pipeline uplift resistance the direct simple 
shear (DSS) strength or the unconsolidated undrained (UU) triaxial strength is 
assumed to be the most representative intact strength.

sur Remoulded shear strength The undrained shear strength measured by fallcone tests on remoulded clay. 
ksu Shear strength gradient The increase in shear strength with depth. 
St Soil sensitivity The ratio between su and sur, as determined by fall-cone or UU triaxial tests.
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B.3  Cohesionless soils

B.3.1 General
The following describes our suggested approach to how to
assess the uplift resistance and the downward stiffness for
pipes on cohesionless soils.

B.3.2 Uplift resistance
The soil resistance is represented by a tri-linear model with
increasing capacity up to a maximum value. The model is valid
for the displacements up to mobilization of full uplift resist-
ance, but is not meant to represent the entire force-displace-
ment relation for a pipe that experiences large vertical upwards
displacements and eventually penetrates the soil surface. For
dense sand, a post peak behaviour has been included in the
model in order to account for effects which are associated with
a looser state of the soil at displacements beyond the failure
displacement.
The total resistance (shear and weight) can be written in this format: 

where 

H = Cover height (depth to top of trench minus depth to top
of pipe)

γ’ = Submerged weight of soil
K = Lateral earth pressure coefficient also accounting for

increase in vertical stress during uplift
φ = Angle of internal friction
D = Pipe diameter

Eq. (B.1) can be rewritten as:

where 
f  = Uplift resistance factor
The key issue is to assess an adequate uplift coefficient f. The
uplift coefficient f can be calculated from a drained (peak) fric-
tion angle and a lateral earth pressure coefficient. The uplift
coefficient f can also be calibrated from model test results. If
the drained friction angle is known for the soil which is used in
the model tests, then this can be used to calculate the lateral
earth pressure coefficient. We have selected to base our model
on the drained (peak) friction angle, but it should be empha-
sised that the friction angle should be established at the rele-
vant stress level. Relative density may be used for correlation
to drained friction angle, however one need to consider the fol-
lowing aspects: 

a) The drained friction angle of a backfill will be dependent
on the relative density of the material. This relation may be
found from laboratory tests, but one still has to guess on
the actual true density for the trenched material. 

b) The relative density of a trenched material may be estab-
lished through Cone Penetration Test (CPT) measure-
ments, but established relations between cone resistance
and density generally have poor accuracy in the low stress
region

c) Relative density is a poor measure for gravel and rock (not
to be addressed further)

f Friction resistance factor The friction resistance factor is a factor, which is used to represent the frictional part 
of the uplift resistance, when the uplift resistance is assumed to consist of a frictional 
part plus the weight of the vertical soil column directly above the pipe.

fR Post peak friction factor For coarse material with sharp edges or dense/densified material, the uplift resist-
ance will drop after the failure displacement δf has been reached. This drop takes 
place without a significant change in remaining cover height and is thus due to a 
reduced available frictional resistance. The post peak friction factor fR is smaller 
than the friction factor f and replaces f in the expression for R when the post peak 
resistance is to be calculated. 

δR Post failure displacement The vertical uplift displacement at which the post peak reduction in the frictional 
resistance is fully developed, i.e. the drop in frictional resistance factor from f to fR 
is completed. This is based on the assumption that there is no reduced cover height 
as the pipe displaces upwards.

f Drained friction angle The peak drained friction angle, i.e. the friction angle associated with the maximum 
resistance.

γ ’ Submerged unit weight Submerged unit weight of (intact) soil
γ1’ Submerged unit weight (layer 

one)
Submerged unit weight of natural backfill material. (Notation used when it is 
required to separate the uplift resistance contributions between the individual layers 
in a two-layer system.)

γ2’ Submerged unit weight (layer 
two)

Submerged unit weight of additional backfill material. (Notation used when it is 
required to separate the uplift resistance contributions between the individual layers 
in a two-layer system.)

Nc Bearing capacity coefficient The bearing capacity coefficient related to a local soil failure. 
r Roughness factor Roughness factor for the pipe surface used for calculating and appropriate bearing 

capacity factor. For a smooth surface, r = 0.
cv Coefficient of consolidation Parameter, derived from consolidation tests, and used for calculation of rate of con-

solidation (i.e. dissipation of excess pore pressure).
KV Vertical downward stiffness The vertical downward stiffness associated with pipe penetration.
QV Bearing capacity of pipe The vertical resistance of the pipe associated with increased penetration
Nq Bearing capacity factor
Nγ Bearing capacity factor
a Attraction
p0’ In-situ stresses Effective vertical in-situ soil stress at depth of centre of pipe
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As a consequence, one needs to evaluate carefully any interac-
tion between the uplift factor f and other relevant soil parame-
ters, and a good choice would be to select ranges that the
majority of the test results fall within and give several criteria
as guidance for how to choose an adequate range in a design
situation. 

B.3.3 Model for uplift resistance and load-displacement 
curve 
The uplift resistance Rmax of a pipe in sand consists of two
components, viz. a component owing to the weight of the soil
above the pipe and a component owing to soil friction. The
uplift resistance can alternatively be expressed as:

where 

Hc = depth from the soil surface to the center of the pipe 
γ’ = submerged unit weight of soil
f   = uplift resistance factor
D = pipe diameter.
The factor f is also referred to as the frictional resistance factor,
because it refers to the part of the uplift resistance which is due
to soil friction.
The uplift resistance factor can be expressed as:

where

ϕ = friction angle
K = coefficient of lateral earth pressure.
For pipes in loose sand, test results indicate that an “at rest”
earth pressure model is appropriate for K, hence

For pipes in medium sand and dense sand, a model for K based
on passive earth pressure theory provides the best fit to test
data, hence

in which r is a roughness parameter whose value is negative for
the current application and possibly near –1.
For tanϕ, a normal distribution is assumed together with a
COV = 0.10. For this input, the mean value of f is calculated
by means of PROBAN for three different sands. Table 4-1
summarizes the basis for the calculations and the resulting
mean values of f. Note that the roughness parameter r is chosen
to approximately match test results reported by Trautmann et
al. (1985). The calculations performed also provide results for
the standard deviation of f, however, this standard deviation
only reflects the variability in the friction angle ϕ, and in r
where applicable. The true standard deviation is expected to be
significantly higher, e.g., owing to model uncertainty which
has not been included. The standard deviation will be dealt

with below. Finally, the calculations indicate that the distribu-
tion of f is skewed significantly to the left.

Schaminée et al. (1990) reference the following lower bound
for possible values of f,

It is assessed that this expression may lead to too large values
of the lower bound fLB for ϕ in excess of approximately 40. A
slightly simpler model for fLB is proposed as follows

in which the friction angle ϕ is to be specified in degrees. Note
that with this model and the results in Table B-1, the following
simple relationship can be established

Observed values for f reported by Williams (1998) indicate
that the standard deviation of f, independently of soil type, is 

With respect to uplift, lower tail outcomes of f are unfavoura-
ble. Hence, it is particularly important that the lower tail of the
distribution of f is modelled in a realistic or slightly conserva-
tive manner. The distribution of f has been found to be skewed
to the left. With this in mind, it is suggested to represent the
distribution of f by a uniform distribution with lower bound fLB
as given above and with upper bound fUB = fLB + 0.38. It
appears right away that this distribution model will honour the
data by yielding the right mean value. Furthermore, the uni-
form distribution model leads to the following standard devia-
tion of f,

which is also consistent with available data. Hence, based on
the currently available knowledge about the uplift resistance
factor, it seems reasonable to represent it by a uniform distri-
bution model as suggested.
The uplift resistance Rmax is assumed to be fully mobilized at
a vertical uplift displacement δf, where δf is 0.005-0.010 times
the height H. Note that δf seems to be independent of the ratio
H/D.
The non-linear force-displacement response of a buried pipe is
represented by a tri-linear curve as shown in Figure B-1.
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Table B-1  Results for mean value of uplift resistance factor f
Sand type ϕ (°) for 

E[tanϕ]
K model Roughness r E[f]

Loose 30 K0 N/A 0.29
Medium 35 KP -1.00 0.47
Dense 40 KP -0.97 0.62
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Figure B-1  
Tri-linear force-displacement curve model for uplift

Data by Trautmann et al. (1985) supports β = 0.2 as a reason-
able choice for the location of the first break in the force-dis-
placement curve when the tri-linear model is adopted for this
curve. With this choice for β, the same data leads to the follow-
ing mean value and coefficient of variation for the ordinate
value a of R/Rmax at β = 0.2:

B.3.4 Downward resistance
Figure B-2 shows a principal sketch of the downward resist-
ance for a trenched and buried pipe. The pipe is normally
lighter in operation than during installation (i.e. W’installation >
W’operation). As a consequence the downward resistance
R(z)installation is less than fully mobilised at time of operation
(i.e. the soil is unloaded). Secondly, the resistance at the
achieved depth from installation, z, is likely to increase at time
of operation due to the denser state of the backfill material and
in particular when addition material (e.g. gravel) is used of
increase the cover height of the pipe (i.e. R(z)operation >
R(z)installation). Within a pipe downward reaction Fanalysis less
than R(z)operation and in particular less than W’operation a stiff
response is to be expected. However, when vertical pipe down-
ward reaction exceeds the resistance at the depth of installa-
tion, the stiffness will decrease significantly and will be
described by the increase in bearing resistance with depth. An
equivalent linear stiffness Kv will therefore be much dependent
on the level of pipe vertical reaction leading to an iterative
analysis, and the non-linear resistance vs. pipe displacement is
therefore much preferred. 
The vertical downward stiffness that the pipe will experience
from the support when it penetrates the soil is defined as the
contact force transferred between pipe and soil divided by the
vertical displacement, i.e. the penetration depth. The contact
force, which essentially is a penetration resistance, will be
equal to the bearing capacity for the contact area that corre-
sponds to a given penetration, since the penetration of the pipe
implies a “continuous” failure situation in the supporting soil.
For a pipe on a cohesionless seabed, the stiffness for the initial
penetration will be much governed by the increase in the pipe
penetration resistance as the contact area of the pipe increases
during the penetration. However, when approximately half the
pipe diameter has become embedded in the soil, the increase in
bearing capacity for further penetration will be less pro-

nounced and merely governed by the increase in the vertical in-
situ stresses with depth. 

Figure B-2  
Principal sketch showing downward resistance and equivalent
linear downward stiffness

Generally the penetration resistance for a pipe gradually pene-
trating “intact soil conditions”, i.e. assuming the backfill soil
only contribute to overburden pressure*, can be calculated as:

where 

* This simplification neglects the effect of the looser backfill soil in trans-
mitting pressure from the pipe to the underlying harder soil and will
therefore tend to underestimate the resistance
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z = Pipe penetration in intact (undisturbed) material
B(z) = Contact width of pipe,

=  for z ≤ D/2 and 
po’ = in-situ stresses for pipe embedment,

=  for H1 and H2 > 0
a = attraction of soil (zero for backfill material)
Nq = Bearing capacity coefficient for soil below pipe
Nγ = Bearing capacity coefficient for soil below pipe
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However, in case there is a certain clearance distance down to the
intact material or it can be assumed that the strength of the back-
fill material is equal to that of the intact soil*, i.e. “homogeneous
conditions” can be assumed, then the penetration resistance
should be calculated assuming a constant bearing area:
* This simplification neglects the presence of the harder soil in prohibiting

failure surfaces to develop in accordance with the assumed bearing ca-
pacity formula solely within the loose soil and will therefore tend to un-
derestimate the resistance

where 

Eqs. (B.11) and (B.12) are valid when the possible cover mate-
rial with a total height of H1 + H2 extends laterally beyond the
extent of the assumed bearing capacity surface through the
original intact soil.
Although we strongly recommend to use the non-linear soil
resistance directly in the analysis, we will in the further
describe how an vertical downward stiffness may be estab-
lished. The vertical downward stiffness should generally
reflect both the achieved penetration z within the trench during
installation as well the deformation required to mobilise the
bearing capacity at this penetration depth. A secant stiffness
can be defined as follows when the deformation required to
mobilise the bearing capacity is disregarded as being small
compared to the penetration:

with 
 and H = H1 + H2

the following expression gives the secant stiffness associated
with gradual pipe penetration into the intact soil at the bottom
of the trench. 

valid for 

Should the pipe after installation have a clearance down to
intact soil conditions so that looser material is present beneath
the pipe, the secant stiffness in this case will be governed by
downward displacement within the zone of clearance. This can
be described by the following equation:

valid for 

The two formulae above neglect the deformation required to
mobilise the downward resistance. For small penetrations z
this deformation may not be negligible compared to z, and the
expressions for the secant stiffness may therefore lead to over-
estimation of the secant stiffness for such small penetration
values. In cases where the secant stiffness is needed for such
small penetrations, a representative secant stiffness should
therefore be calculated as

in which δz should be taken as minimum 0.05 times the contact
width B. In cases where the analysis is sensitive to the secant
stiffness, it should be considered to use the full non-linear
load-displacement curve, i.e. QV(z) vs. ztotal = z + δf, rather
than just a secant stiffness for some value of z.
It follows from the above that the secant stiffness is clearly
dependent on the cover height of the pipe, the pipe diameter
and the magnitude of the actual pipe penetration. 

B.3.5 Modelling recommendations
Within the constraints of a tri-linear soil resistance mobilisa-
tion curve (see Figure B-1), we have ended up by suggesting
the following range:

with the following limitations on soil cover ratios:

Loose sand: 

Medium / Dense sand: 

Rock:   

Particle sizes:
Rock: 
Based on the expressions established in B.3.4, simplified
expressions for the secant vertical stiffness have been derived
and expressed as functions of the pipe diameter and the cover-

(B.12)

z = Pipe penetration in homogeneous soil
po’ = in-situ stresses for pipe embedment,

= for z > 0, H1 

and H2 > 0
a = attraction of soil (zero for backfill material)
Nq = Bearing capacity coefficient for soil surrounding 

pipe
Nγ = Bearing capacity coefficient for soil surrounding 

pipe
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Table B-2  Defined ranges for the soil parameters
Characteristics Parameter Range
Loose sand f ∈ [0.1, 0.3]

δf ∈ [0.5%, 0.8%].H
α ∈ [0.75, 0.85]
β = 0.2

Medium/Dense 

      Post peak resistance 
      
      at displacement

f ∈ [0.4, 0.6]
δf ∈ [0.5%, 0.8%].H
α ∈ [0.65, 0.75]
β = 0.2
f r = αf 

. f 
αf = [0.65, 0.75]
δfr = 3 . df

Rock f ∈ [0.5 , 0.8]
δf ∈ [20 , 30]mm*)

α ∈ 0.7 . R
β = 0.2

* Based on a limited number of tests no clear tendency with respect to
cover height was revealed.  The range given is representative for gravel
/ crushed rock material and cover heights vs. diameter ratio less than ap-
proximately 4.
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height-to-diameter ratio. The simplified expressions are given
in Table B-3. They are only intended to be used to obtain typ-
ical values or initial estimates of the vertical stiffness, and they

are valid for H/D > -0.5, i.e. more than half the pipe is embed-
ded. 

In cases where the analysis is sensitive to the secant stiffness,
it should be considered to use the full non-linear load-displace-
ment curve as established Eqs. (B.11) or (B.12), and calculate
the stiffness for a relevant penetration.

B.3.6 Probabilistic model for vertical spring stiffness for 
pipe on sand
The static vertical spring stiffness KS for a horizontal pipe rest-
ing on sand is defined as

in which q is the line load transferred between the pipe and the
supporting soil, and z is the associated penetration of the pipe,
measured from the original soil surface to the bottom of the
pipe. The line load q is predicted by bearing capacity theory. 
For a pipe of diameter D resting on a sand with friction angle
ϕ and submerged unit weight γ’, the following formulae apply:

in which

These formulae are valid for a pipe resting on the original soil
surface. In the case of a covered pipe in a trench, the original
soil surface is to be interpreted as the bottom of the trench, i.e.
the interface between the trench and intact soil material. How-
ever, any effects of external overburden at the level of this
interface, such as the vertical pressure from the original soil
adjacent to the trench, are disregarded.
For the three sand types “loose”, “medium”, and “dense”,
mean values for tanϕ and γ’ are chosen in the middle of the
intervals that characterize the respective soil types, and a coef-
ficient of variation of 10% is chosen for tanϕ as well as for γ’.
The mean values for tanϕ and γ’ are given in Table B-4. A pos-

sible model uncertainty inn the model for KS is ignored.

In the following, it is assumed that the penetration is z = D/2,
because this will lead to smaller and thus more conservative
stiffness values than other, shallower penetrations. For this
penetration assumption, the above formulae imply that the
static vertical spring stiffness KS is proportional to the pipe
diameter D.
For the penetration assumption z = D/2, the following charac-
teristics for the static vertical spring stiffness KS are calculated
by Mote-Carlo simulation:

— mean value E[KS]
— standard deviation D[KS]
— coefficient of variation COV
— skewness α3
— kurtosis α4.

Calculations are performed for either of the three soil types.
Assuming that one has sufficient knowledge to be able to clas-
sify a particular soil as either loose, medium or dense, a lower
bound KS,LB for the stiffness is calculated based on values for
tanϕ and γ chosen equal to the lower bounds of the intervals
that characterize the respective soil types. The lower bound
values for tanϕ and γ’ are given in Table B-5.

The results of the calculations are summarised in Table B-6. In
addition to the results given in Table B-5, plots of the distribu-
tion of KS reveal that it may be well represented by a Gumbel
distribution with mean value and standard deviation as given
in Table B-6.

Table B-3  Typical values for vertical stiffness valid for embedded pipes for a limited range of cover heights ( H/D > -0.5)
Soil type “Intact conditions”

Static vertical stiffness KV (kN/m/m)
“Homogeneous conditions” 
Static vertical stiffness KV (kN/m/m)

Loose sand

Medium

Dense sand
*)

* Dense sand combined with the “homogeneous condition” model will not be justified for natural backfill material, since the various installation methods
are likely to leave the backfill material in a loose to medium dense condition.
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Table B-4  Mean values of soil properties 
Sand type E[γ’] (kN/m3) E[tanϕ]
Loose 9.75 tan(29°) = 0.554
Medium 10.75 tan(33°) = 0.649
Dense 11.75 tan(38.5°) = 0.795

Table B-5  Lower bound values of soil properties 
Sand type E[γ’] (kN/m3) E[tanϕ]
Loose 8.5 tan(28°) = 0.532
Medium 9.0 tan(30°) = 0.577
Dense 10.0 tan(36°) = 0.727

Table B-6  Static vertical stiffness KS 
Sand type Lower bound KS,LB 

(kN/m/m)
Mean value 

E[KS] (kN/m/m)
Standard deviation 

D[KS] (kN/m/m)
Coefficient of 

variation COV (%)
Skewness α3 Kurtosis α4

Loose 219D 300D 103D 34 1.0 4.9
Medium 301D 577D 225D 39 1.2 5.4
Dense 780D 1455D 669D 46 1.4 6.5
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Based on the findings from the above study, it is suggested to
represent the static vertical stiffness KS by a Gumbel distribu-
tion with proposed values for the mean value and the coeffi-
cient of variation as given in Table B-7.

The results presented in Table B-6 and Table B-7 are based on
analyses which assumes independence between tanϕ and γ’.
Further work to refine these results is recommended to include
an investigation of the effects of a possible correlation between
tanϕ and γ’.

B.4  Cohesive soils

B.4.1 General
The following describes our suggested approach to how to
assess the uplift resistance and the downward stiffness for
pipes on clay. It appears to be relevant to differentiate slightly
between the two main trenching methods, viz. ploughing and
jetting. The effect of consolidation is considered to be an
important issue, in particular when the trench is jetted. 
A brief compilation of the available uplift resistance models
for clay is included with presentation of the various involved
terms. The uplift resistance models are also presented together
in normalised charts for easy interpretation. The expressions
presented for the uplift resistance do not include the sub-
merged weight of the pipe.
There are mainly two different failure modes that govern the
development of the uplift resistance. These modes consist of a
local soil failure where the soil above the pipe is displaced
around and beneath the pipe, and a global soil failure where a
wedge extending to the soil surface is lifted together with the
pipe. The local soil failure will be a simple function of the
shear strength at the depth of the pipe, whereas the global soil
failure implies a combination of weight and shear resistance.
The shear resistance may either be a drained resistance or an
undrained resistance. When drained resistance is prevailing,
the model is equal to that used for cohesionless cover. When

undrained resistance is prevailing, the undrained shear strength
of the trench material is used. 

B.4.2 Effect of trenching method

B.4.2.1  Jetting
A water/clay suspension is expected to prevail in the trench
immediately after trenching. The pipe will be completely sur-
rounded by this material when it is installed in the trench, and
the water/clay suspension will gradually settle. Minor penetra-
tion of the pipe into the intact material at the bottom of the
trench may also be expected. The shear strength of the clay sur-
rounding the pipe will gradually increase from practically zero
to that of a normally consolidated clay, depending on the coef-
ficient of consolidation and the thickness of the clay layer. Fol-
lowing the consolidation process the thickness of the clay layer
will decrease.
In process of time, the clay in the trench will regain shear
strength. The regained shear strength is eventually expected to
reach a constant level. 
The upward displacements required to reach the maximum
uplift resistance are also likely to be affected by the method of
trenching. Jetting may introduce water filled voids in the soil
in the trench, but generally the soil in the trench will form a
homogeneous material. 

B.4.2.2  Ploughing
When the pipe is placed in a trench formed by a ploughing
device, the water content of the clay will not increase relative
to that of the intact material. Thus the remoulded resistance of
the clay as established through sensitivity measurements is
likely to represent an expected minimum strength.
The regained shear strength with time is eventually expected to
reach a strength which is proportional to the effective stresses
according to theory for normally consolidated clays, or equal
to the remoulded shear strength, whichever is the greater. 
Ploughing is expected to change the macro structure of the clay
by introducing cracks and water filled voids.

B.4.2.3  Conclusion
As a conclusion to the above we suggest to not rely on any
upheaval resistance in a jetted cohesive soil shortly/immedi-
ately after installation. The upheaval resistance at time of oper-
ation need to rely on the consolidation process. 

Table B-7  Proposed distribution parameters for Gumbel 
distributed static stiffness

Sand type Mean value E[KS] 
(kN/m/m)

Coefficient of 
variation COV (%)

Loose 300D 35
Medium 600D 40
Dense 1500D 45
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B.4.3 Uplift resistance

B.4.3.1  Local soil failure model
The uplift resistance is described by the following equation:

where 

Nc = theoretical bearing capacity coefficient
η = empirical factor based on field tests. (range 0.55-0.80). 
su = undrained shear strength at centre of pipe
D = pipe diameter.

The bearing capacity factor Nc for a deep failure is taken from
/2/ being a function of the roughness of the pipe surface. For
pipe embedment depths less than approximately 4.5 ⋅ D, the
pipe is in the 'shallow' failure zone, where the maximum value
of Nc, which is achievable when the pipe embedment is larger,
cannot be counted on. Various expressions exist for the depth
factor dc, which accounts for the change in Nc within the 'shal-
low' failure zone. An expression for Nc = (Nc)shallow, which
accounts for the depth effect within the 'shallow' failure zone,
is given in Eq. (B.23)

in which r denotes the roughness factor for the pipe surface. For
a smooth surface r = 0, for a rough surface r = 1. The lower value
for the bearing capacity coefficient is geometrical deduced. The
maximum bearing capacity is taken according from /2/.
The relationship in Eq. (B.23) is shown in Figure B-4.
The theoretical value for the bearing capacity factor will be
approximately 9 when accounting for a smooth surface of the
pipe, and approximately 12 for a rough surface of the pipe.
Tests performed in remoulded clay at a depth where the maxi-
mum bearing capacity factor can be counted on have given
considerably lower resistance than the value calculated from
this theoretical approach. The difference is believed to be due
to rate effects (i.e. the strength of the material may be set too
high compared to the rate of loading used in the tests), viscous

effects and a progressive failure (believed to be less important
in remoulded material). To account for these effects an empir-
ical reduction factor, η, is introduced with a range between
0.55 and 0.8, with a best estimate value of 0.65.
Recent in-house experience from full-scale tests in remoulded
material suggests that the maximum resistance offered by a
local soil failure in soft clay will require small displacements
to become mobilised, i.e. δf /D = 1 – 3%*. Small-scale models
tend to give higher values, e.g. 7 – 8% according to Schaminée
et al. (1990). We are also aware of small-scale tests where val-
ues in excess of 15% are presented for mobilisation of uplift
resistance in fluidised clay. 
* Displacements following API RP2a for laterally loaded piles in clay will

be 1 – 5% for 50% resistance and 10 – 40% for maximum resistance. For
e50 in the range of 0.5 – 2%.

Local failure mode
(soil above pipe will displace around and below 
the pipe when the pipe moves upwards)

Global failure mode
(soil above pipe will displace upwards when the 
pipe moves upwards)

Figure B-3  
Principal sketch of the two failure modes in clay
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Figure B-4  
Nc in shallow failure zone versus normalised depth (H+D/2)/D.

B.4.3.2  Global soil failure model (shallow shear failure)
The uplift resistance, based on global soil failure extending to
the soil surface, is described by the following equation:

where 

H = cover height (depth to top of trench minus depth to
top of pipe), ref. {hold)

γ’ = submerged weight of soil

= average undrained shear strength at from centre of
pipe to top of trench

D = pipe diameter.
The average shear strength at the failure surface needs to
reflect the strength of the trenched material. This will be
dependent on the trenching method used. 
With a truly undrained behaviour, the pipe cannot displace
upwards (leaving a void) without generating a suction beneath
(disregarded in Eq. (B.24)). The uplift force is expected to
build up rather slowly, such that pipe displacements without
suction beneath the pipe is possible, and for which a drained
resistance model would actually be more appropriate. Once a
‘threshold’ resistance is exceeded the rate of displacement is
likely to increase.
The tests that are carried out have shown δf /H ratios of 7-8%
for remoulded clay, 1-6% for intact clay and 20-40% for intact
clay lumps.
For small embedments of the pipe, the maximum resistance
will be limited by the resistance associated with global soil
failure, i.e. the failure surface extends up to the seabed. This
resistance may be represented by the vertical slip model, which
deviates from the local soil failure model by including a term
dependent on the weight of the soil column above the pipe in
the expression for the resistance.

B.4.3.3  Drained resistance model
The drained resistance model will be identical to Eq. (B.1)

described in B.3.2.

Figure B-5  
Principal vertical force – displacement curve for a pipe in a
trench with clay

B.4.4 Downward resistance
The principal for the downward resistance in cohesive soil is
similar to the one described for cohesionless material (see Fig-
ure B-2) and the recommendation of considering the full the
non-linear resistance vs. pipe displacement is therefore pre-
ferred rather than an equivalent downward stiffness.
The downward resistance in clay is governed by the local soil
failure mode and undrained resistance. When calculating the
vertical resistance one need to consider that the pipe may not
be lying directly on bottom of the ideal trench, but that a cer-
tain clearance down to intact soil conditions, zo. This clearance
may be linked to the trenching method, soil conditions and
stiffness of pipe. In the following we will take into considera-
tion that there may be such a clearance without going further
into the effects that have impact on this clearance. 
When the pipe reach the boundary for intact soil conditions,
the resistance is likely to increase. This can be calculated
assuming penetration in intact clay with an increasing width of
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the contact area. When half the pipe diameter is penetrated into
the intact material the contact width is constant and equal to the

pipe diameter. The increase in strength from this point on will
be governed by the shear strength gradient, ksu. 

The vertical resistance within the trench material is described
by the following equation:

where 

Nc = theoretical bearing capacity coefficient, see Eq. (B.23).
η = empirical factor. (Field tests on uplift resistance suggest

a range from 0.55 to 0.80). 
su = average re-consolidated shear strength for the entire

failure surface, or conservatively, the re-consolidated
undrained shear strength at centre of pipe

D = pipe diameter.
The vertical resistance for penetration in intact soil conditions
is described by: 

where 

Nc = theoretical bearing capacity coefficient, see
Eq. (B.23) 
Note! substitute (H+D/2)/2 with z/D to find correct
Nc value.

su = undrained shear strength at intact soil boundary

B(z) = contact width 
= 

=
po’ = effective overburden pressure

=

γ’ = submerged unit weight of trench material.

Figure B-7  
Principal vertical resistance – downward displacement curve for
a pipe in a trench with clay

The resistance within the trench, RV,trench, should be calculated
using local soil failure mode according to Eq. (B.25). For this
failure mode an average shear strength for the entire failure
surface should be considered. As a conservative alternative,
the shear strength at centre of pipe may be used. Failure dis-
placements, δf, for the local soil failure mode should not be
taken less than 10% of the pipe diameter or limited to the depth
of clearance to intact soil conditions.
The resistance associated with gradual pipe penetration into
intact clay, RV,intact should be calculated according to
Eq. (B.26). A possible initial penetration may be considered

Local soil failure
Resistance governed by the strength of the trench 
material.

Local soil failure
Resistance governed by the strength of the intact 
material.

Figure B-6  
Principal sketch of the failure mode associated with vertical (downwards) resistance in clay
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following the required contact area for the submerged weight
of the pipe. The failure displacements, δf, may therefore be
considered to be equal to the difference between initial pene-
tration in intact clay and half the pipe diameter but not less than
10% of the pipe diameter. The penetration required to mobilise
50% of the resistance is typically 15-20% of the failure dis-
placements. 
The vertical downward stiffness should generally reflect both
the achieved penetration z within the trench during installation
as well the deformation required to mobilise the bearing capac-
ity at this penetration depth. A secant stiffness can be defined
as follows when the deformation required to mobilise the bear-
ing capacity is disregarded as being small compared to the pen-
etration:

the following expression (derived at from Eq. (B.26))gives the
secant stiffness associated with gradual pipe penetration into
the intact soil at the bottom of the trench. 

where

su,0= in-situ shear strength intercept at depth of trench.
ksu = shear strength gradient from depth of trench
Should the pipe after installation have a clearance down to
intact soil conditions so that looser material is present beneath
the pipe, the secant stiffness in this case will be governed by
downward displacement within the zone of clearance. This can
be described by the following equation (derived at from
Eq. (B.25)).

where
su,0 =  re-consolidated shear strength at centre of pipe
ksu = re-consolidated shear strength gradient from centre of
pipe.
The two formulae above neglect the deformation required to
mobilise the downward resistance. For small penetrations z
this deformation may not be negligible compared to z, and the
expressions for the secant stiffness may therefore lead to over-
estimation of the secant stiffness for such small penetration
values. In cases where the secant stiffness is needed for such
small penetrations, a representative secant stiffness should
therefore be calculated as

in which δz should be taken as minimum 0.10 times the contact
width B. In cases where the analysis is sensitive to the secant
stiffness, it should be considered to use the full non-linear
load-displacement curve, i.e. RV(z) vs. ztotal = z + δf, rather
than just a secant stiffness for some value of z.
It follows from the above that the secant stiffness is clearly
dependent on both the shear strength and the pipe diameter. 

B.4.5 Resistance model in cohesion soil with additional 
gravel
Additional gravel may be used to increase the uplift resistance.
However, the mobilisation of the resistance is largely effected
by the presence of clay in the trench. Recent in-house experi-
ence suggest that the pipe will only mobilise the resistance

associated with a local failure mode as described by Eq. (B.22)
as long as the pipe is below the layer boundary between clay
and gravel. The added gravel may penetrate into the clay layer
and decreasing the height from the pipe to the layer boundary,
but experience suggest that this mixed zone of gravel and clay
is to be considered as clay rather than gravel. 
When more than 50% of the pipe is visible prior to gravel
dumping, then the models established for gravel / rock can be
used without modifications. When the pipe is covered with
clay (either clay to flush with pipe or a certain cover height as
can be seen in Figure B-8) then a softer response need to be
considered, as well as the consolidated strength of the trench
material.
The maximum resistance within the gravel is expressed by a
traditional vertical slip model, with a shear resistance as for
rock material and the cover height taken equal to the height of
gravel.
The movements introduced to mobilise the frictional resistance
in the gravel, may largely effect the uplift force. An alternative
use of the gravel is therefore to rely on the strength increase in
the clay following the weight of the added gravel and the
increase in effective stresses as the excess pore water pressure
dissipates. This process is called consolidation and is further
elaborated in B.4.6.

Figure B-8  
Principal sketch showing of pipe in trench with natural backfill
material and additional cover of gravel.

Figure B-9 shows the principal of the soil resistance vs. pipe dis-
placement for a pipe in a trench with clay and additional cover.
The interface between clay and additional cover material is
expected to be influenced by the cover material in two ways:

1) The cover material will penetrate into the clay.
2) The clay will be squeezed up in the cover material.

Based on limited number of tests we suggest to start the mobi-
lisation of cover material resistance at a displacement equal to
H1-zp where zp may be considered as the penetration of the
cover material into the clay and equal to the medium particle
size of the cover material d50. 
The effect of clay being squeezed up into the cover material
will influence the consolidation time as the height up to a
draining layer will increase. Considering a volume compatibil-
ity for the material being squeezed up into the cover material
and the volume of pores in the cover material, one will typi-
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cally find that the drainage height need to be increased with a
factor of 2-3 times the medium grain size d50. This additional
height to a “free surface” with respect to drainage neglect the
amount of clay that may fall into the trench during the place-
ment of the additional cover. 

Figure B-9  
Principal soil resistance – pipe displacement curve for a pipe in a
trench with clay and additional cover material

B.4.6 The time factor
Consolidation is the process where water is dissipated from a
soil and pore pressures gradually transferred to increased
effective stresses in the soil. This process takes place following
the application of a load or, as is the case for a soil in a trench,
following the trenching. The effect of consolidation is particu-
larly interesting when the trench is established with a jetting
device for which the material inside the trench has close to zero
strength just after trenching. In order to establish the applicable
uplift resistance, one needs to know the time from trenching to
operation of the pipe. The time it takes to complete consolida-
tion is described by the consolidation coefficient Cv with

dimension m2/year. The time to complete consolidation is pro-
portional with the squared length of the drainage path. For a
pipe in a trench, the length of the drainage path can be taken as
the distance from the centre of the pipe to the top of the trench.
For engineering purposes, a ‘compaction front’ model can be
established /1/ which can be used to reasonably well assess
which effective trench height with final submerged soil unit
weight one can count on above the bottom of the trench at any
intermediate time after the trenching. 

The model is approximate and predicts that consolidation is
completed after a time:

where

Ht = total height of fluidised material in the trench (i.e.
drainage height)

H’ = effective height of consolidated material in the trench at
given time, t

Cv = coefficient of consolidation
t = time
Kγ = factor accounting for actual (triangular) strain distribu-

tion, Kγ = 2 is suggested for consolidation for weight of
fluidised material.

The critical issue is to establish the ‘field’ value of the coeffi-
cient of consolidation for use in this ‘compaction front’ model.
The coefficient of consolidation is generally lower for
remoulded clay than for intact clay and will also be lower when
water is added to the clay as in case of a jetting process. 
It is believed that a value of Cv = 0.5 – 1.0 m2/year is fairly rep-
resentative for remoulded soft clay. 
A further limitation in the effect from consolidation need to be
considered for deep and narrow trenches due to the shear
resistance along the trench wall will transfer the consolidation
stresses to the intact surrounding clay to each side of the trench
rather than the clay surrounding the pipe. A limitation to the
consolidation stresses surrounding the pipe can be expressed
as a ratio between width and height of the trench and soil
parameters for drained resistance (centre of pipe considered as
representative depth for consolidated strength of the material
surrounding the pipe):

where

K0 = earth pressure coefficient for soil at rest K0 = 1-sin(f)
Ht = total height of fluidised material in the trench (i.e.

drainage height)
H’ = effective height of consolidated material in the

trench at given time, t
f’ = friction angle of intact clay along the trench wall
su = average shear strength of intact clay along the

trench wall
B = width of trench (steep trench wedges considered)
D = pipe diameter
Hconsol= effective height for consolidation stresses (i.e.

σ’consol = γ‘ ⋅ Hconsol)
The effect of this can be seen in Figure B-10 where the increase
effective consolidation height is presented for some selected

trench geometry.
When consolidation of the trench material is due to additional
cover material (e.g. gravel of rock), then one may assume that
the cover material occupies an area much larger than the
trench, thus the reduction in effective trench height due to fric-
tional forces towards the wedge of the trench may be
neglected. In this case Eq. (B.31) should be used for effective
consolidation height directly, however with the factor account-
ing for strain distribution with depth set equal to Kγ = 1.0 and
the discussion with respect to increased height to free draining
layer (see B.4.5).
In order to account for the loss of height of fill material follow-
ing the dissipation of water from the fluidised material, one
need to consider a loss in the order to 10% compared to the
measured height immediately after the trenching operation. 
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Figure B-10  
Case study showing development of effective consolidation height for some trench geometries (B = Width of trench, D = pipe diameter)

B.4.7 Drained vs. Undrained resistance
It may be worth to bear in mind that the vertical slip model for
prediction of uplift resistance is not a theoretically “correct”
model, but only a practical way of splitting the uplift resistance
into a weight contribution and a shear contribution. Even if the
model does not describe the physics in a theoretically correct
manner, it is possible to calibrate the parameters of the model
to test results. 
Bruton et al. (1998) describe the uplift resistance model used
in the Poseidon Project /1/ and suggest that effective stress
analysis should be used for very soft clay. They have inter-
preted effective friction angles of about 36 degrees for weak
clays under low confining pressures, based on a calibration of
the vertical slip model. The tests underlying this result are
described as being very slow drained direct shear tests for
100mm square boxes. Interestingly enough, the interpretation
does not include any cohesion of the material, which probably
explains why the effective friction angle fall from 36 to 31
degrees when the vertical stress is doubled.
The nature of the uplift force with respect to duration and rate
of increase is not fully known, but it is believed that the
increase from normal operation temperature to design temper-
ature may take place within a time period between the time
required for a completely drained resistance (days) and the
time normally associated with failure in typical laboratory tests
(2 hours). Although for the Poseidon project the clay resistance
was concluded to be insensitive to the rate of loading, this is
not necessarily the general behaviour. It may well be that an
undrained creep* model will form just as relevant a theoretical
approach to capture the true nature of uplift resistance in soft
clay as a drained resistance model.
* Reduction in strength following slow rate of loading. 

For less plastic clays for which the remoulded strength of the
material may not capture a lower limit of the resistance for low
confining stresses, a drained resistance model should be used
in order to establish an upper limit of the uplift resistance. 

B.4.8 Modelling recommendations
Table B-8 defines the range of soil parameters and the recom-
mended formulae for uplift resistance in a trench with clay.
Key parameters defining the mobilisation of the resistance can

be seen in Figure B-3.

All formulae are valid for 1 < H/D < 8.
Table B-9 defines the range of soil parameters for uplift resist-
ance offered by the additional material in a trench where the
primary backfill consist of clay. Key parameters defining the
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Table B-8  Defined ranges of soil parameters and recommended 
formulae for uplift resistance (R1) in trench with clay 

Trenched by jetting 

η ∈ [0.55 , 0.80]
Nc = According to Eq. (B.23)
su / σ’v ∈ [0.22 , 0.26]
γ’ ∈ [4.0, 8.0] kN/m3

δf ∈ [0.03 ⋅ D , 0.07 ⋅ D] m
α = 0.5
β = 0.2
Hcons = According to Eq. (B.33)

Rlocal =

Rglobal =

R = min(Rlocal, Rglobal)

Trenched by plough-
ing 

η ∈ [0.55 , 0.80]
Nc = According to Eq. (B.23)

∈ [2, 20] kN/m2

γ’ ∈ [5.5, 8.5] kN/m3

δf ∈ [0.2 ⋅ D, 0.4 ⋅ D] m
α = 0.5
β = 0.2
f ∈ [0.25 , 0.40]
Rlocal

Rglobal

Rdrained

R min(Rlocal, Rglobal,Rdrained)
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mobilisation of the resistance can be seen in Figure B-9. The same limitations with respect to cover ratios and particle
sizes as defined for Table B-2 applies.
Table B-10 defines the range of soil parameters and the recom-
mended formulae for vertical downward resistance in a trench
with clay. Key parameters defining the mobilisation of the
resistance can be seen in Figure B-9. A simplified expression
for the secant vertical stiffness Kt as functions of the shear
strength is also given. The simplified expressions consider sig-
nificant pipe vertical displacement (i.e. beyond soil failure at
initial position in trench with more than half the pipe embed-
ded, e.g. H/D > -0.5) and is only intended for initial estimates
of the vertical stiffness.
For most cases we expect that the analysis is sensitive to the
stiffness and so the full non-linear load-displacement curve as
established Eqs. (B.28) or (B.29) should be used, also consid-
ering the installation sequences.

B.4.9 Comparison of models
In order to compare the various uplift resistance model the fol-
lowing approach is used:
Normalising each resistance with the term γ’HD, simplifying
the expression:

and substituting the undrained strength of the remoulded clay
by a dependency to the effective vertical stresses through the 

ration , yields:

Local soil failure model (see Eq. (B.22)):

Figure B-11 shows this normalised uplift resistance vs. H/D 

ratio for a Nc value computed from Eq. (B.23) and  in a
range of 0.22 to 0.30. 
Global soil failure model (see Eq. (B.24))

Figure B-12 shows this normalised uplift resistance vs. H/D 

ratio for two different  values, 0.22 and 0.30.

When the remoulded strength of the soil is more appropriate
(ploughing), then a global soil failure mode can be rewritten in
the form of:

where 
sur = average remoulded shear strength from pipe to top of
cover.
Figure B-13 shows this normalised uplift resistance vs. H/D
ratio with a remoulded strength of 1 kPa and 2 kPa. A sub-
merged weight of the clay of γ’ = 7 kN/m3 is used in the pres-
entation. 
Drained resistance model (see Eq. (B.1))

where
F= 

Figure B-14 shows this normalised uplift resistance vs. H/D
ratio for a range of  between 0.4 and 0.2. 
Finally Figures B-15 and B-16 show a comparison of the vari-
ous models for uplift resistance in soft clay. The three models
are presented as function of H/D ratio being cover height over
diameter ratio.

Table B-9  Defined ranges of soil parameters for resistance of 
added material (R2) in trench with clay 

Gravel / Rock 

f ∈ [0.5 , 0.8]
δf = 0.4.D m
α ∈ [0.7 - 0.8]
β = 0.25
zp ∈ [0.05 - 0.10] m

Sand or sand mixed 
with Gravel 

f ∈ [0.4 , 0.6]
δf = 0.6.D m
α ∈ [0.7 - 0.8]
β = 0.3
zp ∈ [0.02 - 0.05] m

Table B-10  Defined range of soil parameters and recommended formula for vertical stiffness valid for embedded pipes in clay

Clay 
“intact conditions”

Kt (kN/m/m) = 25 ⋅ su  (kN/m/m)
su ∈ [20, 60]  kN/m2

=

Nc = According to Eq. (B.23)
Note! substitute (H+D/2)/2 with z/D to find correct Nc value.

η ∈ [0.55 , 0.80]

Clay 
“homogeneous conditions”

Kt  (kN/m/m) = 60 ⋅  (kN/m/m)

∈ [2, 20]  kN/m2

=

Nc = According to Eq. (B.23)
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Figure B-11  
Normalised uplift resistance - local soil failure  (0.22 < < 0.30, 0.55 < η < 0.80) 

Figure B-12  
Normalised uplift resistance - global soil failure 0.22 < su/σv’ < 0.3
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Figure B-13  
Normalised uplift resistance - global soil failure - constant remoulded shear strength

Figure B-14  
Normalised uplift resistance – global soil failure - drained resistance

Uplift resistance models for clay backfill
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Figure B-15  
Normalised uplift resistance model for a pipe trenched with a jetting device

Figure B-16  
Suggested normalised uplift resistance model for a pipe trenched with a ploughing device
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APPENDIX C 
EXAMPLE OF DESIGN FLOW FOR EXPOSED PIPELINES

C.1  General

C.1.1 Pipeline configuration phases
As stated in the main part of this RP, the global buckling will
experience the following three phases:
Phase 1: The free spans deflect and may get in touch with the
sea bottom. 
Phase 2: Uplift at crests.

a) Further expansion may lift off the pipe at a few crests in a
limited way: say, less than 50% of the pipe diameter for a
lifted length less than 50 diameters, being stable against
horizontal perturbations

b) Even further expansion may increase the upward displace-
ments at crests, (free span shoulders, of the most pro-
nounced undulations), bifurcate and turn down to seabed
developing lateral snaking in the seabed plane. 

Phase 3: Even further expansion will increase the bending of
the snaked pipeline

C.1.2 FE-modelling
An important practical task in the design is to limit the com-
plexity of the analyses which can be huge, by use of 2D, 2 ½ D
or 3D models when possible. Specific design checks may
therefore be required to prove the relevancy of the simplified
models.

C.1.3 Expansion
The pipeline engineer has to perform a design check to verify
how far the expansion will develop: the first phase is a standard
design condition while the latter two are more critical and need
particular attention. Which of the two deflections (vertical or
lateral) is more relevant, depends on:

— the local features of the uneven seabed (2 vs. 3-Dimen-
sional roughness)

— service load conditions
— length of the expected uplift sections
— possibly, pipe out-of-straightness from the laying proce-

dure. 

In these circumstances, mitigation measures can be required to
avoid undesirable/uncontrolled developments of bending
moments/deformations.

C.1.4 Expansion control
The development of the deformation pattern (upheaval, lateral
turn down and lateral snaking) and associated bending defor-
mations can be controlled by:

— smoothing the sea bottom roughness (trenching technol-
ogy) and/or covering the pipeline with gravel at the sea
bottom crests to cancel lift off where undesirable

— reducing/controlling the axial feed-in by gravel dumping,
suitably located and distributed in the proximity of the
expected buckles, in order to limit the development of
bending allowing the axial expansion to be shared between
adjacent buckles.

C.1.5 Mitigation
The shape and extent of mitigation measures should be
designed in order to:

— maintain the maximum bending moment/deformation in
the buckled regions below allowable limit

— control pipeline uplift in order to avoid pipeline turn down

if the change of buckling plane from vertical to horizontal
and subsequent development of bending deformation in
the horizontal plane is not allowed due to the sea bottom
roughness transversal to pipeline route or e.g. third party
activities.

C.2  Design Procedure
The procedure is split in three levels associated to different
analysis methodologies, design criteria and mitigation
approach, see Figure C-1:

1) Level 0 - Traditional Design: This analysis level includes
Traditional 2 Dimensional (2D) Bottom Roughness Anal-
ysis. This level should typically be applied:

— during the feasibility and basic design phase
— when minor pipeline uplift occurs at a few locations

along the analysed pipeline stretch and lateral turning
down is not expected to occur. Traditional interven-
tion works can be used to cancel or control or allow
(wait and see) the uplift at the interested pipe sections. 

2) Level I - Advanced Design: This advanced level should
typically be applied:

— during the basic and detailed design phase
— when the thermal and pressure loads are released by

upward displacements at several but well defined
locations (natural crests of the sea bottom roughness
or purpose made crest) and, finally, by lateral snaking
developing in the seabed plane after turning down.

Mitigation measures are defined in order to control the
axial feed in by limiting the anchoring length. In particu-
lar, the interested pipeline stretch is subdivided into a
number of flexurally and axially independent sections, us-
ing gravel cover lengths, opportunely located along the
pipeline stretch, sufficient to fully anchor the pipeline. In
this condition, it is anticipated that one buckle is expected
to develop in each pipeline section between cover lengths.
Both 2D, 2½D and 3D FE models can be used to perform
the analyses of the pipeline under operating conditions.

3) Level II - Advanced Design: This level should typically be
applied:

— during the detailed design phase
— in cases where the pipeline configuration in the lateral

plane, due to local built-in lateral curves or sea bottom
roughness transversal to the pipeline route, has to
match with 2½ or 3D unevenness and effective axial
compression are released by a combination of pipeline
uplift/turn down/lateral snaking at the crests of the
most pronounced undulations

— in cases where the concept of axially independent sec-
tions is not pursuable and the axial interaction (shar-
ing of axial expansion) between adjacent buckles
must be pursued to control the axial feed in at releas-
ing of pressure loads and thermal expansion based on
lower bound axial restraints.

Mitigation measures are defined on the basis of the axially
interacting pipe concept controlling the axial feed-in by
sharing the axial expansion between adjacent buckles.
Generally, 2D or 3D FE models are applied to define inter-
vention works due to temporary conditions (as-laid, flood-
ed and pressure test), while 2½D or 3D FE models are
generally used to perform the analyses of the pipeline un-
der operating conditions.
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Figure C-1  
Design procedure for pipelines on un-even seabed
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C.3  Global buckling assessment considerations
In order to document global buckling assessment, ether 2D,
2½D or 3D analyses can be used. Special attention should be
taken in cases where there are purpose-built in curves in the
horizontal plane or considerable sea bottom unevenness trans-
versal to the pipeline route.
Generally, sensitivity FE analysis in the vertical plane (2D,
2½D or 3D FE analysis) of the interested pipeline stretch under
operating condition, should be carried out (with respect to
axial and lateral frictional restraint). In case the sea bottom
roughness, transversal to the pipeline route is such as to change
the configuration of the pipeline for minor transversal shifts,

the development of buckle is quite difficult to predict. Should
the axial frictional force be high, it will result in a larger
number of buckles than in case of a lower frictional force. An
increased number of buckles cause less thermal feed in to each
of them and hence less bending moments and strains devel-
oped than in case of isolated or distant buckles, for a given
value of the lateral friction resistance. The principles of shar-
ing in Sec.6.5 shall apply.
Evidence from structural modelling is that the effective axial
load applied on the uplifted span section increases as the inter-
nal pressure and temperature increase since the uplifted section
is able to absorb compression.
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APPENDIX D 
UNCERTAINTY DISCUSSIONS

D.1  General
In the HotPipe Phase 1, an analysis methodology was proposed
to quantify the load condition factor multiplying the applied
bending moment as a function of the relevant parameters i.e.
lateral soil restraint, axial soil restraint, steel stress-strain curve
and pipeline interaction with trawling board, if any. Appendix
A of this document reports also an equivalent methodology to
include the effect of the presence of free spanning pipeline sec-
tions on the maximum bending moment applied on the pipeline
in case of lateral expansion and/or vertical expansion.
Assuming that the sea bottom unevenness, transversal to the
pipeline route, is not so relevant, the main difference between
the flat and uneven sea bottom scenario is that, in the latter
case, the feed in region contain spans or other seabed uneven-
ness, not large enough to cause another buckle, but perhaps
large enough to result in significant geometric shortening of
the pipe under increasing operating loads (the longer the free
span and the denser the distribution the lower the axial feed-in
at the buckle), then affecting the axial feed in at the buckle and
the subsequent development of bending moment at the buckle.
Particularly, a pipe stretch adjacent to the buckle feeds into the
buckle and, in case of extensive free spanning, the axial feed in
is less than in case of flat sea bottom as a function of free span
length and extension.

In fact, the axial feed-in at the buckle depends on the following
main parameters:

— free spans density i.e. overall length of the pipeline free
spanning with respect to overall pipeline length in touch
with the sea bottom

— length of free span and location i.e. whether and how the
free spans present in the feed-in region are close or far
from the Euler bar buckling condition.

The effect of free spans on the maximum load effect, and con-
sequently on the condition load factor, γC, is shown in
Figure E-1. The free spans present in the pipeline sections
adjacent to the buckle give:

a) A reduction in the mean value of developed bending at the
buckle, due to the release of the thermal expansion caused
by the downward deflection of long and sagged free spans.
This causes a reduction of both the characteristic value of
developed bending and of the failure probability for given
resistance characteristics and design conditions.

b) An increase in the standard deviation of the prediction due
to increased role of friction on the effective compression.
This causes an increase of the failure probability and then
of the design load effect for given resistance characteris-
tics and design conditions.

Figure D-1  
Schematization of the effect of the free spanning section on the applied maximum bending moment in an adjacent buckle.

In general, assuming a constant value of the failure probability,
it is expected that the design point for an uneven sea bottom is
lower (or at maximum equal) than the one relevant for flat sea-
bed.
Considering both effects, going from a flat seabed to an uneven

one, it is expected that:

— the design load effect of the uneven seabed must decrease
(at limit condition where free span are not affecting the
axial feed in at the buckle, it will be coincident with the
one relevant for flat seabed)
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— the condition load factor, γC, slightly increases depending
on sea bottom roughness 

Table 6-2 summarises the main parameters affecting the total
bending moment and therefore the load condition factor in case
of flat and uneven sea bottom. In particular, the uncertainty of
the total bending moment applied in the buckle, depends on the
following parameters, see also Appendix B:

a) Uncertainty in the axial friction, µA, and the free span dis-
tribution on the two pipeline sections adjacent to the
buckle (relevant for the development of bending moment
in the vertical plane before and after turndown in case
turndown is not allowed).

b) Uncertainty in the lateral soil friction, µL (relevant for devel-

opment of bending moment in case of lateral snaking).
c) Uncertainty in the shape and dimensions of the initial

imperfection affecting pipe curvature at the sea bottom
crests, relevant for the maximum applied bending moment
in case that lateral snaking does not occur and the pipeline
expands in the vertical plane. This uncertainty is also rele-
vant for the evaluation of the maximum bending moment
at turn-down in case of first vertical and then lateral expan-
sion. 

d) Uncertainty in the applied stress-strain curve, as consid-
ered in HP1GL.

e) Uncertainty in the applied trawl load as considered in
HP1GL, if relevant.
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